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BC kicks off Tip O?Neill
centennial celebration
BY RYAN TOWEY
For The Heights

In his lecture, Mann said that O?Neill
reminded him of the ?heartwarming? side
to politics.

The late Thomas P. ?Tip? O?Neill, Democratic Speaker of the House between 1977
and 1987, would have been 100 years old
this coming December. In the first of three
events designed to commemorate O?Neill,
political analyst Thomas Mann gave a lecture in O?Neill Library last Thursday tracing political change throughout O?Neill?s

O?Neill came from a modest, Irish

background in Massachusetts. After graduating from high school, one of his teachers
pushed him to invest in higher education

See Tip O?Neill, A4

career.

?Tip O?Neill

was

around for

two

big

transitions,? said professor R. Shep Melnick, the Tip O?Neill Professor of Politics
at Boston College. ?He was part of the
destruction of the old order, the old conservativecoalition, andtheformationof the
more unified Democratic party that could

still work across the aisle.?
In the O?Neill Library reading room,
as part of a new O?Neill exhibit,there now
sits a photograph of O?Neill smiling with

eun heekwon

former Republican president Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy Reagan. Beneath

the photo, a note from Nancy Reagan
O?Neill reads, ?It must be after six o?
clock?we?re all smiling!?
It was a mutualunderstandingbetween
Ronald Reagan and O?Neill that before 6
p.m., all was politics, butMelnick saidthat
Reagan and O?Neill often attended social
events together. They were ?not really
friends,? according to Melnick, but ?when
they were in each other?s company, they
really seemed to enjoy it.?

/ heights staff

The AHANA Leadership Council?s annual boat cruise sold out this year, after addition of a casino theme and new safety measures for students.

Casino theme and safety measures add to event?s success

to

BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

Thomas Mann (above) gave a lecture on Tip
O?Neill as thefirst of three centennial events.

andA&S ?l4. ?It

was very rewarding
and making new
friends. That?s exactly what we wanted.
We wanted this to be a chance for students to get dressed up, get off campus,
and have a great time.?
The ALC added a theme to the event
ment

to see peoplehaving fun

The annual AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC) Boat Cruise took a themed
turn this year, bringing students out on
the water for a night of music, food, and
casino games.
?I personally had a great time on the
Boat Cruise,? said Denise Pyfrom, co-director of the ALC programming depart-

for the first time this year. In the past,
many students have mistakenly believed
that the ALC Boat Cruise is an event

exclusivelyfor AHANA students. The ad-

FALL FOLIAGE EMERGES

ditionof the themeto this year?s event was
intended to counteract this misconception and encourage a more diverse group
of students to attend the event, while also
bringing backstudentswho have attended
in the past, organizers said. The theme
was considered a great success.
?Students seemed to really enjoy the
music and the new casino theme,? Pyfrom

See Boat Cruise, A4

2012 election
analyzed by
top scholars
BY SARA DOYLE
For The Heights

Annie BudniCk

/ heights

Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19 and 20,
The Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy held a conference
titled?The 2012 Election in Comparative
and Historical Perspective.? The event,
co-organizedby the Boston College History department and co-sponsoredby the
Carroll School of Management (CSOM),
featured a series of speakers discussing

staff

On Thursday evening, three student panelists discussed what being an Ally means to them.

BC Allies hold panel discussion
on GLBTQ issues, being an Ally
BY BRANDON STONE

are forced to endure and features a number

Staff

of prominent Coloradopoliticians and civil

Heights

This past Thursday, Oct. 18, Boston
College Allies held a panel at 7:30 p.m. in
Gasson 203 titled ?What?s it like to be an
Ally?? The panel was thekick-off event for
the year for Allies, a student-led organization working to promote tolerance of

people who might not ordinarilyconsider
themselves activists see that being an Ally
isn?t necessarilyabout political movements.
It?s an attitude and a consistent, easy set of

The panel consisted of threeAllies: two
current students?Joe Maimone, A&S ?l6
and Alexa Molinaro, A&S ?ls?as well as
a 2012 graduate, Joseph Pasquinelli, and

practices,? Riemer said.
The panel began with a series of ques-

moderated by Patrick Hughes, the
director of design for Allies and A&S ?l4.
The panelcame about in part as a response
to the You Tube video ?Make It Better for
LGBT Young People.? The video, which
aims to raise awareness about the bullying

?We wanted to showcase local talent,
but also put them in dialoguewith top
scholarsfrom the outside,? said James Cronin, a professor in the history department
and coordinatorof the event.
The speakersall had specialtiesranging
from economics to history to politics, said
Cronin. Thirty-twospeakers were featured
over the two days, and eight sessions were
held, the topics of which included ?The
Republican Challenge,? ?The Democrats
and the Problems of Incumbency,? ?The
Influence ofSocialIssues: Religion,Race,

leaders, both gay and straight.
David Riemer, the president of BC
Allies, described the panel as a means to
start a conversation. ?We wanted to let

GLBTQ issues on BC?s campus.

was

topics relevant to the upcoming election.

tions from Hughes about what being an
Ally meant to panelists, how it has played a
role in their lives, and how they came to be
an Ally. Each of the panelists had a unique
story of how being an Ally had come to be
part of their life.Whether they themselves
were membersof the GLBTQ community

See Election, A4

or had friends or relatives who were, all

and harassment that Colorado GLBTQ
students, particularly those in high school,

See Allies, A4

Daniel lee / heights editor

As the seasons change and the weather gets colder, BC?s campus takes ona new color.

Diversity conference draws experts from around the world
BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights

The conference drew 148 presentcolleges and universities across

ers from

the world as well as numerous audience

Academicsfrom across the nation and
even the world converged at Boston College on Friday and Saturday for the 12th
annual Diversity Challenge Conference.
Sponsored by BC?s Institute for the Study
and Promotion of Race and Culture, a
subsidiary of the Lynch School of Education, the conferencefeatured over 90 presentations related to this year?s theme:
?What to Do About Race and Culture and

Violence.?

members.
?I love this event in the way it brings
people together from so many different
places,? said Susan Ginivisian, Diversity
Challenge Committee member and organizer.
no

The subject of the presentations was
less diverse. Taking place in Yawkey

Center?s Murray Room as well as Campion
and McGuinn Halls, they covered a wide
range of topics at the intersection of race,

culture, and violence. From the plight of

a presentation, and even the more formal

homosexual Arabs in the Middle East to
clinical interventions with gangyouth, the

topic?s broadness allowedfor a wideassortof presentations.
Yet even in the face of such variety, the
conferenceremained consistently partici-

lectures allowed for audience reflection
and questions.
Event organizers favor this setting,
which gives the conference a sense of
intimacy. ?There?s a perception that this
is a smaller conference, where people get

patory. Luncheon poster sessions

a

ment

allowed

participants to browse through a wide
assortment of more casual presentations.

The conference also hosted workshops, in
which the audience would break into small
groupsto discuss theirreactions to and the

implications of a particular topic following

chance to come together and have their
wordsbe validated,? said presenter Carlton
E. Green.
He acknowledgedthe discomfort that
the topic often induces. ?When race comes

See Diversity,

alex
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Thirty-two speakerswere featured over the two
day 2012 Election conference this weekend.
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things

to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Kal Penn on the youth Vote

1

Wednesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Theater

Kal Penn, actor and former
associate director in the
White House?s Office of
Public Engagement,will be
at Boston College to speak about civic engagement and the importance of the youth vote.
Tickets are free and available in the Robsham
box office starting today.

Voice, a magazine published by Harvard University students, issued an apology on Oct. 16 for
remarks made in a blog post about Asian students.
The anonymous post, titled ?5 People You?ll See at
Pre-Interview Receptions,? describedAsian students
as dressing and speaking in the same way and having the same grades and concentrations. ?They?re

Michael Barnett, an associate professor in
the Lynch School of Education, has received a
$250,000 grant to teach Dorchester students

practically indistinguishablefrom one another,? the
author wrote.
The magazine?s editors apologizedfor publishing
the content and deleted the passage from the post.
A Harvard spokesman said that the magazine is
independent from the University.

how to growand sell their own produce without
using soil.
The grant, awarded by the National Science
Foundation, will help fund an after-school program for 300 students in the fourth through sixth
grades and 150 students in high school. The program is designed to teach them about nutrition

Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Heights Room
The Volunteer and Service Learning
Center and the CareerCenter?s annual
fair will feature representatives from
50 domestic and international full-time
volunteer opportunities.

and the science and economics of food production. Students will be able to sell their produce at

local farmer?s marketsand keep a percentage of
their earnings.
Barnett said that the program will help students improve their math and science skills as
well as their diets, thereby helping to fight childhood obesity.
Barnett is an expert specialist in science education and will be partnering with the Salvation
Army?s Kroc Center in Dorchester and the STEM

The 99: superheroesInspiredby Islam

Wednesday
Time: 5 p.m.
Location: Devlin 008

3

Harvard student magazine issues
apology for post?s racist remarks

BC professor awarded grant to teach
Boston students about soil-free farming

Tuesday

Naif Al-Mutawa, founder and CEO
of the Teshkeel Media group, will
discuss his mission to undermine
extremism through art.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

UNIVERSITY

ON CAMPUS

Post GraduateVolunteer Fair

2
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Garden Institute.

LOCAL NEWS
Annual Head of the Charles Regatta attracts large crowds, top teams
This year?s Head of the Charles Regatta, the largest rowing race in the world, drew almost 300,000
spectators. Teams from colleges, universities, and high
schools across the nation, as well as several made up
of Olympic athletes, competed in the two-day event.
Alumni teams from Northeastern University and
Michigan University and the club team from Brown
University were among the seven teams thatset course
records on Saturday. Spectators enjoyed summery
weather and gourmet food from vendors scattered
along theriverbank throughout the weekend.

FEATURED STORY

Economic, health experts add to health care debate
BY CONNOR FARLEY
For The Heights
?As Willy Sutton said
when people asked him why
he robbed banks, he replied,
?That?s where the money is,??
said professor Joseph Quinn
of the economics department.
?This topic is dedicated to
Willy.?
Quinn, accompanied by a
panel of economic and health
policy experts, spoke to a gathering of students in a ?healthy
debate? on the AffordableCare
Act and its effects on both the
politicaland medicalclimateof
the U.S., particularlyfor college
students.?Entitlements?Social
Security, Medicare, andMedicaid?are key components of
federal spending,? Quinn said.
?The goodnews is Social Security problems are manageable.
The bad news is Medicareand
Medicaid problems are not.?
The speakers addressed
concerns with federal expenditures, major health entitlements, and the scope of public
health, but also their significance among those pursuing a
health-relatedcareer.
Hosted by GlobeMed of
Boston College and co-sponsored by the College Democrats, College Republicans,

andAmericansfor InformedDemocracy, last Thursday?s debate
aimedto analyzethe implications
and future of health policy in
America. The panelists examined medical care cost-inflation,
rising health expenditures, and
the complexity of the recently
enacted AffordableCare Act.
?What is the ACA, and whatis
it trying to do?? asked professor
BrianGalle of the BC Law School.
?Do we have too much healthcare or too little?? Galle, previously an assistant professor at the
Florida State University College
of Lawandresearch specialist in
taxationand behavioral law and
economics, tackled concerns
regarding the ACA?s economic
effect on government and individualspending,notablythe issue
of insurance companies? regulations on consumers? pre-existing
conditions.
As the conversation shifted
from the overall state of current
healthcare to the specifics of the
newlyapproved ACA, the panelists discussed the dynamic of the
act itself.
?If you didn?t have to buy
health insurance, would you
get it?? asked Mary Ann Chirba
of BC Law School. Although a
smattering of hands rose sporadically to answer the question,
it evoked a sort of uneasiness in

the room. In evaluating the effectiveness of the act, all speakers
acknowledged its daunting immensity?its fragmentation, its
phased implementation, and its
dense length.These aspects of the
ACA were agreed to be among
its most vexing aspects, but its
length and complexity also reflected the ACA?s unprecedented
encompassment ofhealth-related
Chirba, aformer litigator who
holds a J.D. from BC Law School
and a Doctorate of Science in
health policy & management

Kylie

MoNtero /

talkabout in a sound byte,? she
said. ?But lam distraught that
the current administration
has donesuch a poor job communicating to the American
public what this [the ACA] is
and theproblems it?s trying to
respond to.?
The debatefocused heavily
on theACA?s framework.The
panelists attested more to the

matter.

?Though the ACA and current healthcare system is an

improvement,? Quinn said, ?it
is far from simplified.? n

?What de-stressing activities could BC
sponsor during midterm season??

-

ing a larceny in o?Neill library.

Wednesday, october 17

?Putting Red Bull in
Bapst.?

BcPD.
1:34 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding assistance provided to a Boston
college student in the law library.
-

Tuesday, october 16
9:40 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc employee at carney Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by

?Peter Heffrin,
cSoM ?l5

-

ambulance.

3:07 p.m.

An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc employee at Maloney Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by
-

ambulance.

An officer filed a report

on
a suspicious circumstance occuring at
-

Williams Hall.

Thursday, october 18

?Trampolines and

1:34 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding finding an unsecured area near

moonbounces.?
?Brad Gerber,
A&S ?l6

-

11:01 a.m.

-

Staff

act?s complex infrastructure
and fiscal effects than to its
potential political reverberations, but still accounted for
the importance of careful
attention to such a relevant

-

10:12 a.m.

heightS

Joseph Quinn discussed the economicsbehindAmerica?s healthpolicy.

10/15/12-10/18/12
11:32 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding found property turned in to

An officer filed

a report

regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc employee at carney Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by
ambulance.

129 lake Street. A check of the area

-
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concluded that all was in order.
8:33 a.m.
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Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? call Greg Joyce, Sports
editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
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7:11 p.m. An officerfiled areport regard-

The Heights
Boston college ? Mcelroy 113
140 commonwealth Ave.
chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for a
story? call David cote,News editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. for future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

POLICE BLOTTER
Monday, october 15

Newspaper

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

issues.

from the Harvard School of
Public Health, currently lectures
on various health law issues
at Harvard and Tufts Medical
Schools.
?What was most profoundly troubling to me was their
own lack of understanding of
how healthcare works ?what
it means, how it?s financed, and
how it?s delivered in this country,? Chirba said in response to
tape recordings of the Supreme
Court?s deliberationupon the influence of the ACA. Herresponse
aptly communicatedthe question
most face when attempting to
comprehend such a colossal piece
of legislation:What doesit mean
for me?
?This system is complex and
has moving parts?it?s hard to

A Guide to Your

An officer filed a report re-

garding property found off-campus.

12:34 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc student at Gasson Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by

?Bringing in cuddly
animals.?
?Jason Shim,
A&S ?l6

-

ambulance.

An officer filed a report regarding property found in the edmond?s
parking lot.
3:47 p.m.

-

CORRECTIONS

5:10 p.m. An officerfiled areportregard-

1:21p.m. A Bc student reporteda sexual
assaultthat occurredat an off campus address.the victim and suspect are known
-

ing assistance to a Bc student at edmond?s
Hall who was transported to a medical
facility by cruiser.

to each other.Boston Police are investi-

gating.

6:03 p.m.

?Sports events to get rid

energy.?

An officer filed

a report
regarding a suspicious circumstance oc-

curring off-campus.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Nathan Bubes,
cSoM ?l6

of

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Passing
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BC HOSTS NEW ENGLAND CATHOLIC INVITATIONAL

passing time

Campus school runs,
walks, and rolls together
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor
Thanks in part to the unusually
pleasantweather on Sunday morning, the Boston College Campus
School enjoyed a large turnout
of both Campus School students
and families and BC students at
its sixth annual Fun Run, Walk,
and Roll.
Cate O?Connor, co-president

ANDREW SKARAS

of the Campus School Volunteers
of BC (CSVBC) and A&S ?l3, said
that the event?s main goal was to

There is nothing you can be
about in life than the
passage of time. While it is constantly flowing, like an undercurrent to our lives, we rarely stop to
give it much thought. We are just
too busy with all those things that
take up our time?schoolwork,
jobs, activities, or just hanging out
with friends?to notice it.
Saturday evening, I decided
to go see These Shining Lives, a
play whose plot is based on the
passage of time and the deathof
the main character. Although I
knew that it was not the lightest

raise awareness of the Campus
School. The non-profit school on
BC?s campus enrolls students from
ages 3-21 who have multiple dis-

more certain

abilities and provides them with
therapeutic and health-related
support in addition to individualized education. The Campus
School also connects its students
with BC students, who spend
time togetherreading, playing, or
working on art projects in order to
foster friendships betweenthe two
communities.

?It?s

of topic matters, I did not expect
that I wouldbe thinking philosophically about time when I left

the theater.
Set in the 19205, theplay
chronicles the lives of watch
painters in the Radium Dial factory. They are all young girls who
are excited to be working women

DAniel lee

/

HeigHts

The Eagles hosted a number of swimming and diving teams from across New England on Friday and Saturday.

the country descended from
the high of the Roaring ?2os to the
lows of the Depression.
Over the course of those
years, however, they also received
radium poisoning from the raas

Sean Schofield, volunteer coordinator, estimated that about
20 students and their families out
of the Campus School?s 43 total
students attended, in addition
to the BC students who came to
show their support and travel the
1.5 miles around theChestnut Hill
Reservoir with them.

?It?s very important for people
to know about our

Campus School community.?

Hawkins said that calling the
demonstrated its inclusivity and the
organizers? hope to reach out to
a large number of people, not just
those who are affected in some way
by disabilities.
event a ?run, walk, and roll?

As they come to terms with their
certain death, they think back on
their time working for ?The Man?
and what it took out of them.
Catherine, theprotagonist and
ringleader, is struck by the irony
of the situation. After spending
all of her time making time-

For the parents of Campus

School students, the Fun Run,

pieces, she felt like the deposed
King Richard did at the end of
Shakespeare?s Richard 11, when he
said, ?I have wasted time; and now
doth time waste me.?
While I am certainly not at

I know that I don?t want to waste
it, but I don?t know what that
really means. What is a waste of
time?

While both of these answer the
also focus solely on the academic
aspect of being in college, which
consumes only a fraction of the
time we are here. While we may
all study different things, we all
spend the academic portion of
our lives fairly similarly. It is what
we do with the rest of our time
that often defines us here.
What I have come to realize
is that the ?what? matters very

little. It is the ?how? that makes
all the difference. It is a question
of how we do what we do. Am I
immersed in the experience here?
When I do something worthwhile,
do I give it my all? Do I devote
the time and energy to make my
friendships all that they can be?

Catherinefelt like she wasted
her precious time with her children because she didn?t value the
passage of time enough to realize
that she could lose her opportunity. Richard felt like he wasted his
time as king because he didn?t really act like a king. I have neither
children nor a kingdom, but I love

what I do have here. I just don?t
want to wake up one day to find
that time has wasted me too.
AndrewSkaras is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.

themwith away to build a stronger
community within the Campus
School.
?Because

we come from 40
communities in Massachusetts,
this is a great way to connect with
other parents and families, not
just Campus School students,?
Laura Yorke said. Yorke, whose
son Phillip attends the Campus

School, said that the event lets
Phillip?s older and younger siblings meet other children who,
like them, have a sibling with
disabilities.

Members of CSVBC?s nine
committees and Campus School
teachers and parents helped
organize and put on the event.
Representatives from the broom

hockey andmarathon committees
were on hand to recruit participants for those spring events and
provide more information about
CSVBC as a whole.
For many of them, helping
out at an event like the Fun Run,
Walk, and Roll is about more than
just volunteer work. It can be a

learning experience as well.
?The love these parents have
for their children is so inspiring,?
said Drew McKay, A&S ?l4, who
ran the Boston Marathon for

the Campus School his freshman year. ?I wanted to get more
involved to learn more about the

population.?
Campus School director Don
Ricciato thanked participants

for showing their support of the
Campus School?s ?noble work?
before they departed for the
Reservoir.
After they finished their walk,
run, or roll, participants socialized in the plaza in frontof Merkert Hall and enjoyed music, face
painting, and healthy snacks.
?This is a great opportunity

for family involvement and community awareness,? said Sara
Davidson, who teaches Campus
School students ages 7-10. ?It
brings the whole Campus School
community together.? n

GREEN CORNER

the end of my life like Catherine
Richard, I still wonderabout
my time here in college. I know
that it is a limited commodityand
or

question of why we are here, they

population,?

Schofield said. ?We?re trying to
bring Boston College into the

dium powder used in the paint for
the numbers on the watch faces.

world, able to think, and capable
of participating in a democratic
society.

theBC com-

president of CSVBC and LSOE ?l3.
?It?s not every day that you can get
all of us in one place.?

earning their own money. Over
the course of their years of work,
the women develop a close friendship and support each other, even

Although there are a lot of
things that I could suggest are
a waste of time right off the bat
(Facebook, anybody?), I think the
real answer to that question is
based on the answer to another
question: Why are we here?
I think that the commonly
accepted response to that question is: to get a good education, so
that we can get a good job when
we graduate.There are still some
(myself included) that subscribe
to the ancient philosophy for
education?that we are here so
that we might become human
beings, knowledgeableabout the

a great way for

munity to get to know the Campus
School,? said M.E. Hawkins, co-

Walk, and Roll is more than just a
wayto raise awareness. It provides

The Leaves May No
Longer Be Green, But
You Should Be!
DAniel lee

/ HeigHts editOr

Professor Cronin examinedBoston College?s hookup culture Thursday in her lecture ?Bring Back the Date.?

Cronin criticizes hookup culture
BY BRIGID WRIGHT
Heights

Staff

On Oct. 18, professor Kerry
Cronin entertained and educated
a crowd in Fulton 511 on the
college hookup culture in her
lecture ?Bring Back the Date,?
presented by the St. Thomas
More Society. Cronin illustrated
the common thought processes

of college students and their
relationships, while explaining
the ?rules? of hooking up and
the importance of ?real dates? in
university life.
Cronin, who deliversthis talk
to college students nationwide,
explained her motivations for
starting this lecture and why
she finds it so important. She
describedtwo conversations she
had that prompted this lecture,
explaining that during her first
years teaching in the Perspectives program, a Jesuit mentor
reminded her that most college
students? learning happens outside of the classroom.
?This Jesuitexplained thatthe
really important education that
students are getting at Boston
College is not in the classroom,?
Cronin said. ?It?s in the Res Halls,
it?s in the cafeterias, it?s in your
conversations and your relation-

ships.?
From this, and a breakthrough
conversation with a group of BC
seniors who admitted they?d

been on a date a few years
later, Cronin decided to facilitate
ways to help studentsunderstand
never

the college hookup culture.
Cronin spent time surveying former students of hers and
asking around on campus about
the dating life at BC to try to

understand how people were
spendingtheir time and developing relationships. She alsovisited
other universities and discovered
that while each college?s hookup
culture is unique, the same

of hookups she hasencountered
on different campuses, including ?the random hookup? and
?the rebound hookup.? Cronin
also pointed out that who BC

?rules? and understandings are
universal.
Cronin explained her view
on the three types of college

students are during the dayoften
contrasts starkly with who they
become at night.
Cronin went on to explain an
assignment she began giving students in small seminar classes to

?I want you to go on a

try and ?bring back the date.? She
wouldoffer students a set of in-

Level One date with
someone. Look around,
there are some pretty
great people here.?
-Kerry Cronin
Associate director of the
Lonergan Institute and
philosophy department
fellow
students and how they approach
social life. She describedthe differences between people who are
?pseudo-married,? people who
are ?opting out,? or choosing not
to participate in hookup culture,

and the wide majority of students
who are ?hooking up.?
She then explained that students will avoid awkwardness
in the hookup culture by following so-called rules, which
include not sleeping over at a
?hookup?s? house and avoiding
social contact with a hookup
after the fact. She continued by
then detailingthe different types

structions, and require students
to write a reflection of their ex-

perience for class. Students are
given a two to three week time

frame to ask someone on a date,
and go on what Cronin refers to
as a Level One Date.
?There are levels of dating
and you need to know where
you are,? Cronin said. ?Level One
dating is information gathering
finding out if you think this
person is interesting. Level One
dating includes dates one, two,
and three. You may not keep
dating at Level One past three
dates.?
Cronin went on to explain
the importance of students on
campus getting to know each
other beyond the hookup scene.
She explained that discovering
connections withpeoplebeyond
interactions at parties will result
in more meaningful relationships, whethera person is dating
or not. Cronin closed her talk
by encouraging all students to
accept her assignment and ask
someone out on a date.
?I want you to go on a Level
One date with somebody,? she
said. ?Look around, there are
some pretty great people around
here.? n

The leaves have
changed and they?ve
started to fall. New England
has traded in hot and
humid for cool and rainy.
It?s time to put the pastel
shorts and sundresses
away and dust off the
boots, scarves, and coats.
Halloween is just around
the corner! Whether you
are living off campus or
in a dorm room, here are
some ?green? things you
can do to celebrate the
season and prepare for the
colder months ahead.
Halloween can be
BLACK, ORANGE, and
GREEN. If you plan to
decorate your dorm room
or house for Halloween,
consider making your
decor non-commercial and
natural by decorating with
locally grown gourds and
pumpkins. When you?re
done with them, compost
them instead of throwing
them away.
?

?

Eat Local Food. Fall is
the perfect time to visit the
farmer?s markets. Right
now, they are overflowing
with lots of delicious,
seasonal fruits and
veggies. Pick up a variety
and take them home and
turn them into a nice warm
stew for those chilly fall
days!
?

Check the air pressure
in your tires. If you own a
car, be sure to check the
air pressure every once in
a while. Colder weather
lowers tire pressure,
which, in turn, lowers fuel
efficiency.
?

?

Check the weather

stripping on your doors.
If drafts sneak in under
exterior doors, replace
the threshold or block
the drafts with a rolled-up
towel or blanket. Less cold
air coming in means your
furnace or heater has to
do less work to keep you
warm. Less use of your
heater means less natural
gas usage, which saves
resources and saves you
money!
?Green? is the new
black. Instead of buying
new clothes every time the
temperature drops, vamp
up your wardrobe with a
few vintage or recycled
items instead. Shops like
Buffalo Exchange and thrift
stores like Goodwill often
take your old clothes in
exchange for something
new. Whether you realize
it or not, clothes have a
significant impact on the
environment?in production,
shipping, and some of it
ending up in landfills.
?

For other tips on how
to be green this fall, make
sure to stop by Harvest
Fest 2012 on Friday, Oct.
26 in O?Neill Plaza.
What: Harvest Fest 2012
When: Friday, Oct. 26,
2012 10 a.m. 4 p.m.
Where: O?Neill Plaza
?s: Contact ecopledge@
gmail.com.
-

Come for apples,
cider, pumpkin painting,
showcases of other
sustainability groups, and
the bike-powered band
Melodeego!
Visit and like EcoPledge
of Boston College on
Facebook for more
information. Don?t forget to
visit us online as well!
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Students who attended the boat cruise enjoyed a night of food, dancing, and casino games.The additionof new safety measureslimited intoxicationissues, and organizersin ALC?s programming departmentdeclared the event a success.

Revamped ALC Boat Cruise a success, event organizers say
Boat Cruise, from A1
said. ?From what I saw, almost
every casino tableand dancefloor
was filled. We gaveaway personalizeddecksof cards as our souvenir
to remember the night.?
The boat was divided into three
floors, giving students the opportunity to participate in various
activities throughout the night.
The top floor hosted the photo
booth, a boat cruise tradition.The

middlefloor was dedicatedto mu-

dancing, and the bottom
floor featured a fully staffed casino
with 12 table games.
?The boat cruise reminded me
of high school, in that I found
myself surrounded by chaperones,
restrictions, and sweaty dancing,? said Luiza Justus, A&S ?l5.
?That aside, the decorations were
sic and

beautiful and the atmosphere
felt sophisticated, almost like a
Gatsbyparty. All in all, it felt like a
fancy Vegas weddingparty, where
no one is old enough to drink,
gamble, or get married. But free

food, nice boat, can?t complain.
Personally, I had fun.?
Pyfrom said that the response
to

the theme was generally posi-

tive, and students seemedto enjoy

themselves.
?Since the casino theme was
a hit, our department will certainlydebatebringing it back next
year,? Pyfrom said. ?However, our
programming department prides
ourselves on innovative ideas.
Nothing is set in stone.?
In addition, the ALC added
new safety measures to cut

down

on problems due to intoxication,

out an email on their own but this

includingthoroughchecks of bags
and purses, jackets, and bootsbefore the on-campus bus loading.
?We sent out an email to all
of the ticket holders to remind
them how important this event
is to us, and how important it is
to us that we act as responsible
Boston Collegestudents while be-

thought that it was also
important for the students to hear
from us aboutour new safety measures. We think that our advocacy
for appropriatebehavior paid off
in the end because we had very
fewalcohol-relatedincidents and
people were truly able to enjoy
themselves for the night.?
Pyfrom also spoke highly of
the organization and work done
by the entire programming de-

ing able to have fun as well,? said
Gabriela Mejia, co-directorof the
ALC programming department

and A&S ?l3. ?In the past, the
Student Programs Office has sent

year, we

ticulously to plan every detail of
this Boat Cruise,? Pyfrom said.
?Many people do not realize that
a group of eight students created
this event. We will now move onto
planning our annual Ball.?
The boat cruise sold out of
tickets just as the purchasing period was ending. The ball, ALC?s
second marquee event, generally accommodates more students
than the boat cruise, and will be
held in February. n

partment.

?Our departmentworked me-

O?Neill remembered for character
Tip O?Neill, from A1
graduatedin 1936before
launching his political career.
?Tip O?Neill really was a crucial
part of the transformation of BC
from a local, struggling college
to a major national university,?
Melnick said. ?He really put us on
the map.?
Susan O?Neill, one of Tip
O?Neill?s children present at the
commemoration, said that her
father remained dedicated to his
education at BC. ?When we were
growing up, going to the BC football gameson Saturday was a ritual,?
she said. ?I can remember going to
at BC. He

his 25th reunion.?
A 1968 BC graduate, Susan
O?Neill is one of Tip O?Neill?s five
children, all but one of whom attended BC.
Susan O?Neill is a memberof the

board responsible for the Thomas

P. O?Neill,

Jr. Scholarship Fund. According to her, the scholarship fund
gives out about 20 scholarshipsper
year to students in her father?s old
congressionaldistrict, addingup to
more than $4 million since its 1987
establishment.
?Tip clearlythought that social
justice and the teachings of the

living in Washington, D.C., said
Melnick, Tip O?Neill rarely ate a
meal at home, preferringto eat out
and play poker with people from
both sides of the aisle.?He learned
how to read thesepeople,? Melnick
said. ?When they were bluffing,
when they were being straight.? In
this way, Tip O?Neill was trusted by

Catholic Church were central to

both the older conservatives and
the younger liberals in Congress.
As Mann said in his lecture,
however, such bipartisanshipwould

what his job was,? Melnick said.
?His passion for the poor was central to what God demands.?
Of her father?s politics, Susan
O?Neill said that he played bridge
on Fridaynights with Silvio Conte,
the Republican congressman and
BC graduate for whom Conte
Forum is named. She said that
although ?they were certainly partisans,? they fostered a long-term
friendship.

Tip O?Neill?s ?back-slapping,
glad-handing? political style, ac-

cording to Melnick, was integralto
his success on Capitol Hill. While

change during Tip O?Neill?s tenure
as speaker. ?We have political
parties that are deeply polarized
on ideological grounds, and they
are relentlessly oppositional and
adversarial,? Mann said.
Modern politics, according to
Mann, just ?don?t live up to the

good old days.?
The next eventtocommemorate
Tip O?Neill will be a luncheon talk
by Yale professor David Mayhewon
Friday, Nov. 2. n

Annie budnick

Allies relay their varied experiences
Allies,from A1
three spoke of the importance of
being an Ally. According to Maimone, being an allyis about ?creating
a community where your sexuality
isn?t so important it?s about creating a worldwhere it?s just called
...

Speakers focus in on election issues
Election, from
and Other Divides,? and ?The U.S.
in the World: Comparisons, Contrasts, Models.?
Some notable speakers were
Heather Richardson, BC; Geoffrey Kabaservice, author of Rule
and Ruin; Ruy Teixeira, Center
for American Progress; Heather
Gerkin, Yale Law School; Sean
Wilentz, Princeton University;
and Jeffry Frieden, Harvard University.

Another speaker

was

Ellen

Fitzpatrick, the Carpenter Professor of History at the University of
New Hampshire. She specializes
in American political and intellectual history, and spoke during

titled ?The Evolving
Process: Money, Media, and the
Right to Vote.?
?Our elections todayareshaped
by a collection of changing forces
that have a huge impact on political democracy,? Fitzpatrick said.
?The growing power of the media,
large campaign contributions,
and the overall cost of campaigns
a session

deserve our closest scrutiny.
These factors have assumedgreat
significance in modern times in
ways that are very different from
earlier periods in American history. Likewise, we tend to think

cal to understanding, and getting
a interdisciplinary collection of
scholars together allows us to
highlight patterns, causes and
likely consequences that might
otherwise be hard to discern,?

our modern electoral process is
all-inclusive. But is it? Efforts to
regulate access to the ballot suggest it is more complicated than
that. So, I look forward to having
a good discussion at BC about all

Cronin said.
The event was attended by a
mixture of students?members
of the BC community as well as

these issues.?
Fitzpatrick is the author of
several books, the latest ofwhich
is titled Letters to Jackie: Condo-

members from the local
community, according to Cronin.
?It?s an enduring interest, even if
some political activism ebbs and
flows,? Cronin said.
The event was designed to
some

lences from a Grieving Nation,
published in 2011. ?JFK was our
first ?television president,? but

feature a wide array of speakers
of varying areas of study in order

the media exposure he received
was shaped by a code of behavior
governing journalismthat doesn?t
really exist anymore,? Fitzpatrick
said. ?I look forward to talking
about how these changes have
influenced the current political
process.?

on topics.

This is the first such conference at BC, but Cronin hopes that
there will be more in the future.
?Putting events in context is criti-

to

provide different perspectives

human nature.? When asked about
events in the past that had showed
them how important it was to be an
Ally, Molinarorecalled a time when

she first arrived at school.
?[When I] got to Boston College, I heard people using derogatory words and I had to learn to
stand up to friends of mine,? she
said.Pasquinelli emphasizedactivism, as well.

?It?s not enough to work for
tolerance,? he said. ?Tolerance is
not

enough. There needs to be ac-

ceptance.?
Despite the variety of answers,
each of the panelists repeatedly

stressed how easy and natural it is
to be an Ally.

Allies? eventual goal, in the
words of Riemer, ?is to cease to exist, but until then our events usually
aim to facilitate discussions within
the student body and raise awareness about issues in the LGBT
community.? Allies will be holding
events throughoutthe year, including the ?You AreLoved Chalk Project,? which has beenrescheduledto
this coming Friday due to rain. n

Conference addresses racial issues
Diversity, from A1
up, people get hesitant,? Green said.
?They start to think, Is this going to

in their own institutions after the
conferences close. At the conclusion of Green?s presentation, heand
co-presenter Maryam M. Jernigan

to separate violence from social

studies, and to think of suffering as
deeply collective, not individual.

?We realize our relationship to
the pain of others is not a simple

offend somebody? People do a lot
of self-monitoring around race.?
He also added the advantage the
conference?s format offers, however. ?This conference, in a lot of

asked the audience to consider
their topic of racial trauma in the
educational setting with regard to
their own institutions, posing the
question, ?What would this look
like on my campus?? and challeng-

ways, gives people permission [to
discuss race] they don?t have other

ing them to formulate an action
plan combatting the problem of

that these issues can and will be
resolved. Its celebratory conclusion

places,? he said.

racial trauma.
The theme of taking action
against violence appeared again
and again. Presenter Alison Crosby
of York University spoke on the
topic during her presentation on
violence against women in Guatemala.
?We need to think of violence as
deeply historical, as deeply structured, rooted in our culture,? she
said. ?I want to focus on everyday
patterns of violence, our tendency

Saturday night, featuring a diverse
set of performances?including
BC?s all-femalestep team, F.1.5.T.5.,
and a poetry performance by Rayana Grace, A&S ?l3?highlighted
the optimism promoted by the
conference?s dialogue.
Irma Alicia Velasquez Nima-

?It is hard to predict the imbut we hope it will leave
students more informed. The
conference draws on scholars
from BC and other institutions
and from people in different
disciplines,? Cronin said. ?One

Conference coordinatorAlesha
Harris expressed a similar sentiment. ?I think this is one of the
few conferences that allows a safe
space to talk about issues that are
challenging to people:race andculture,? she said. ?There is still a lack
of language to discuss these issues,

of our aims is to make students
aware that there is a vast array
of resources, here and elsewhere,
that they can tap into.? n

and this conference fills the gap.?
Organizers hope that the promotion of this dialoguewillencourage participants to fight these issues

pact,
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BC Allies held a panel titled, ?What?s it like to be an Ally?? as part of its annual Allies week on Thursday evening.

experience. It is a very complex,
contestedrelationship.?

The frank discussion of violence and racism permittedby the
conferenceoffered a sense of hope

tuj said at the conclusion of her
presentation, ?I don?t know the
answers. But I pose it to you as
a challenge we can work on together.? n
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Community
Help

apartment

wanted

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

Help

SPERMDONORS WANTED
Earn up to $1,200/ month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank?s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.
$$

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

$$

wanted

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also
take it off your hands for free.
Please contact carljones@yahoo.

com if interested.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.comcheights.tumblr.c

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

EXPRESS

to New York City from

Successful Start
Annual Winter Clothing Drive

Alewife & Riverside Stations!

Now through October 26,
Departures from Cambridge's Alewife Station
Riverside Station
Stops in the heart of Manhattan
Penn Station stop

&

2012

Newton's

-

with connections to Long Island Railroad, New Jersey Transit,

NYC Subway and more

FREE Wifi service available on board
Comfortable, modern motorcoaches equipped with electrical
outlets and restrooms
Advance online booking discounts

Prices starting as low as $8.00!

New or gently used:
\

Jackets
Gloves/Mittens
Hats
Scarves

Get your seat todayl
CONNECTED J

\

COMFORT

/

\ CONVENIENT

855.888.7156 \u25ba www.gobusboston.com

(Adult sizes only)
Drop-off bins located in the first floor
lobby of Lyons Hall
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Growth of Allies result
of exemplary leadership

Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain
to miss the future.
-

John F. Kennedy (1917-1965), past president of the United

The Heights applauds Allies for its recent programming and
hopes for more collaboration with GLC in the future
The Heights applauds the Boston

junctionwith GLAAD Spirit Day, a
nationwide event in which people
Week and for encouraging others to wear purple to recognize and support
join its efforts against the bullying GLBTQ students who have been suband harassmentof GLBTQ students. ject to bullying. NationalComing Out
We commend its strong presence on Week was held just a week earlierand
campus and effective publicity for the featured several events sponsored by
various events held throughout the UGBC?s GLBTQ Leadership Council
week, including the ?What?s It Like (GLC). Both weeks were very sucto Be an Ally? panel and the informacessful on their own, but The Heights
tion table that was set up in McElencourages Allies and GLC to work
roy. Many students signed the Ally together next year when planning
Pledge, indicating the group?s ability these events. In the future, it may be
to not only raise awareness about the beneficialfor Allies and GLC to colstruggles of GLBTQ students, but laborateon GLAAD Spirit Day events
also to take steps to create a positive as well, since both groups are working
environment for people of all sexual toward the same goals and would be
able to create even more successful
orientations.
Allies is a group that has grown programs with their combined reimmensely over the past few years, sources and efforts.
In light of the various events held
garneringa significantly larger number of student membersthan it had in in recognition of GLBTQ students
its initial phase as a BC organization. over the past two weeks, The Heights
Its developmentas a group and the also asks members of the BC comefforts it makes to increaseits visibilmunity to support their friends who
ity on campus are indicative of good are either exploring their sexuality
leaders who can set an example for or those who have come to terms
other clubs and organizations at BC. with their sexuality and are seeking
acceptance.
Ally Week was also held in con-

College Allies for its successful Ally

Recognize the cause
behind Wounded Warrior
At this Saturday?s football game against Maryland,
acknowledge the needs of injured soldiers
On Saturday, the Boston College
football team will show their support
for the Wounded Warrior Project
by wearing American flag-based
jerseys along with ACC opponent
Maryland. Under Armour, a major
supporter of the Wounded Warrior
Project, sponsors both teams. The
Wounded Warrior Project?s purpose
is ?to raise awareness and enlist the
public?s aid for the needs of injured
service members.? The organization
looks to re-engage this generation of
woundedsoldiers back in society, and

provide them with the resources and
programs to become well-adjusted in
their daily lives.
The Heights wouldlike to commend
Under Armour?s effort in promoting
this cause, and make the student body
aware of the purpose behind these
uniforms. This is a great cause that
unites BC?s focus on service within
the athletic program. The Heights also
encourages the student body to recognize the significance of this game, and
support the mission of the Wounded
Warrior Project.

Changes to ALC Boat
Cruise commendable
The Heights praises ALC for increasing safety measures
and working to attract a diverse audience
The Heights wouldlike to commend
the Programming Department of the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC),
for taking the initiative to assess its
annual ALC Boat Cruise and make
the changes it deemed necessary. This
event, which is already well-loved
on campus, was a success again this
Saturday.
One improvement that the coun-

?By taking important
issues of safety into its
own hands, ALC showed
a true commitment to
making this event run
smoothly in order to
ensure that it will continue for many more

years.?

cil made, on its own accord, was to
make student safety a top priority. To
reduce incidents, and ensure that the

boat was able to leave the harbor on
time, the ALC instituted coat, boot,
and purse checks before students
were allowed to board the buses that
were shuttling people to the event. By
taking important issues of safety into
its own hands, ALC showed a true
commitment to making this event
run smoothly in order to ensure that
it will continue for many more years,
and that it represented Boston College well.
This year, the event was not only
safer for students, but also more inclusive to the entire student body. By
instituting a specific theme, ?Casino
Night,? ALC succeeded in attracting
a greater number of students, both
AHANA and non-AHANA alike.The
Heights appreciates the ALC?s effort
to correct the common misconception that this event is only open to
AHANA students.
The Heights would like to encourage the ALC to continue to reflect
each year on how to improve this
event even more. By revamping the
event year to year, the success of the
ALC and all of their events will continue to grow.
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THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from www.bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
In response to ?Movie Viewing Has Been Tragically
Comodified,? by Sean Keeley:

In response to ?One Politician Still Optimistic,? by
David Cote:

?These kind of half-bakedalarmistclaims have been
raised since the birth of television some 65 years ago. Yet
thestandard theatrical viewing format(and the Coolidge
in particular) has survived cable television, Cinerama,
Smell-o-vision, HBO, VHS, DVD, Blu-Ray, HDTVs, not
one, not two, but three waves of 3D, and Netflix. Despite
allthe sky-is-falling rhetoric, these theaters are in it for the
long haul.?

?At the very least, a moderatevoice has to have name
recognition going in becausethe squeakier voices of extremism get the attention. Very few knew who Huntsman
was when he got in this time. He?ll have much more name
recognition next time if he chooses to run again.?
Anonymous

Anonymous

In response to ?Grimes Electrifies The Paradise,?

by

In response to ?Player Charged Last Spring Returns
To The Field For BC,? by David Cote and Greg Joyce:

Molly Moltzen:
?The problem with the concert was that it was UNDER
AN HOUR IN LENGTH. Kind of sad. Grimes has three
releases and she basically just played the most recent stuff
from Visions, and I am not even sure if it was allof that
even. Yes she was very entertaining, but that is too short
for a concert not being held in a park for free!?

GeorGe s.

?One wouldthink that, after the Penn State scandal, that the
University would put moralsand its own legal standing above
the success of its football team. Why was this matter handled
by the school?If it?s a matter ofunlawful recording, shouldn?t
the policebe involved?Actions like this are not a ?cry for help?
from a ?student on the edge. They?re the actions of a bully who
rightfully perceives a lack of consequences for his actions.?
Anonymous
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Write your own letter to the editor.
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The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
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OPINIONS

The case against voting
Thumbs
Up
Celebrating victory- Saturday night, Boston College
hockey raised its 2012 National Championship banner
surrounded by cheers from
adoring fans at Kelley Rink.
The Eagles then went on
to crush Northeastern 3-0,

with Parker Milner recording his fifth career shutout.
A major thumbs up to the
hockey team for showing us
that even though the 2012
victory is still on everyone?s
minds, it will not rest on its

laurels.
Twitter hate to twitter loveThis morning, the rather homophobic hashtag of #SignsYoSonlsGay was trending,
with users sending out gay
stereotypes into the twit-

tersphere. Example tweets

include ?#SignsYoSonlsGay
he jumps Double Dutch with
his sisters? and ?#SignsYoSonlsGay he tells you what

you?re wearing don?t match.?
Soon,however,Good Samaritans hijacked the hashtag.
For every derogatory tweet,
there were six more that
included messages of support for the gay community.
One user tweeted ?#SignsYoSonlsGay He?s the brave
and beloved chaplain of the
New York City Fire Department who became the first
official casualty of 9/11,?

and another tweeted that
Alan Turing, famous Nazi
codebreaker during WWII,
was also gay. Twitter may
ignite many controversies,
sure ignorance and hate do not go

but it does make
unnoticed.

Saving Shih Tzu- An extreme kayaker saved a tiny
Shih Tzu off the coast of
England today when it was
washed out to sea. The kayaker was video documenting
his training session, and
when he noticed the stranded dog, veered off course and
caught the whole rescue on
videotape.Feeling down? We

reccomend you watch this
videobecause it is one of the
most heartwarming things

you will ever see.

arms-

As we
were sitting in a desk with
a right tablet arm, we accidentally brushed our pencil
off the arm side. We bent
down to pick it up and had
one of the longest ensuing
struggles of our life. The
pencil was so close, but the
arm constrained all movements, and we were forced to
awkwardly sit there wiggling
our arm until a perplexed
classmate picked it up for
us.

BC, no more arm desks

for everyone?s sake.
Backpacks in the elevatorIt?s midterm season, and
when it?s midterm season,
everyone breaks out their

North Face backpacks and
stuffs them to theirabsolute
max in preparationfor longterm study sessions. That?s
all good and fine until you
try to stuff a bajillion people
into the Hillside elevators.
Students you may view
yourself as slim and lean
thanks to your daily Plex
sessions, but when you put
on a backpack you turn into
an

obese Quasimodo/camel

hybrid. Pleasedo not blindly
back up into the elevator
space with a boulder on
your back,

because you

are

aimlessly crushing those
behind you.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us @BCTUTD

all.

MARYE MORAN
As Americans, it is every citizen?s
right to vote. But having a right does
not necessarily mean that a person
should take advantageof it.
There has been a rise in pro-voting campaigns, especially those aimed
at young people, encouraging them

I think that the resources should be
offered. The shuttles to voting stations, accessible and unbiased sources
of information, and public screenings

of the debates are all incredibly important. And while I think that all people
should be legallypermitted to vote, it
is a matter of personal responsibility to
only vote if informed.

politicallyinformed, that person won?t
need a campaign to get him or her
to vote. Pro-voting campaigns, while
good in concept, bring more uninformed voters to the ballot, which just
insults the political process.
The ?Rock the Vote? campaign is
one of the most well-known, and it
uses music, pop culture, and social
media to encourage people to register
to vote. The campaign also works to
raise awareness through a high school
civics program and online tools to get
informed. I?m all for these actions, and
if people have used those resources,
I?m gladthey?re voting. My problem,
though, is with the people who go
through the process of voting without
first becoming informed.
When I was younger, I remember
going with my mother to vote. She had
looked into the issues for the presidential election, but when it came to the
state

and local elections also on the

ballot, she did not know most of the
candidates or the issues that they sup-

ported. She chose officials based solely
on party or a random instinct. If a
person is in that position, they should
not vote. Voicing an opinion without

any information insults

the process
and everything that these candidates
put into it.

bilities by about 10 percent, and could
make the difference in election results.
In an even more shocking study, Lynn
Vavreck of the University of California
at Los Angeles asked thousands of registered voters questions about politics.
Varvreck found that only 69 percent
of people could identify Joe Biden as
vice president. Should those other 31
percent of voters really be having a
say in who runs the country? If they
don?t know the current vice president,
would they really be informed about
candidate policies?
Campaigns encouraging individuals to vote create more uninformed
influences in politics. One of the most-

played Rock the Vote ads features a
montage of celebrities saying, ?We
will be heard,? ?We will be counted,?
and ends with the message that ?We
will vote.? The commercial then shows
the website link, saying to ?register
to vote? through their site. While the
organization can help people learn
about politics, their advertisements do
not highlight this. They urge people to

to register to vote. But if someone is

vote without first encouraging them to

learn what they are voting for.
If someone is really invested in
the political process, they are going
to register and vote without needing a celebrity or an advertisement to
tell him or her to do so. If a person
does not want to take the time to read
platforms, research policy, and watch

Personally, I?m not voting. I think
that it is my duty as an American to be
informedabout our politics, and I?ll
admit that I?ve failed on that. I don?t
think that I know enough to make an

informeddecision about who should
be running our country, so I am going
to leave that to the people who really
know. In my situation, the only thing
worse than not knowing politics would
be trying to participate despite that.
A study done at Princeton University and published in the American
Journal of Political Science found that
uninformed votes impact vote proba-

debates, that?s fine. But don?t hurt othby pretending to be informed and
making decisions that impact everyers

one.

Vavreck?s poll found that only

43 percent of decided voters and 12
percent of undecided voters claimed to

be following the presidential election

?very closely.? If that is the case, don?t
rock the vote. Stay home, and let the
informed voters do that.
Marye Moran is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Memoirs of the politically oblivious
my eyes they might as wellbe arguing
between the lead singers of Nickelback
and Creed. They blend into an indistinguishablemess of horribleness.
As an outsider to the political world,
I have an extremely difficult time
distinguishing betweenwhereeach
candidatestands on a particular issue.

CJ GUSTAFSON
In one of the most prolific movies of
the last 50 years, Hot Tub Time Machine, Nick, played by Craig Robinson,
professes his loyalty to his friend after
a botched suicide attempt, exclaiming,

?It?s like that friendwho?s

Thumbs
Down
Desks with

While I?m just referencing one person here, this is something that I have
seen this year when my friends fill out
their absentee ballots. It is a scenario
that seems realistic for many citizens
who are only informed about certain
elections or issues but are voting on

an

a?hole.

But he?s our a?hole.? That?s how I
felt watching the second presidential debate.As an independent, I was
both figuratively and physically sitting

between a democratand a republican
on my dormcouch. Both defended their
respective candidates throughout the
slugfest, but in an extremely detached

Each person seems to take a definitive
stance on a subject until they add some
side note at the end of their powerful
oratory statement. This, in essence, has
the effect of putting themsomewhere
in the middleof the issue. My experience watching the second presidential
debate was characterizedby rapid mood
swings, and ended in utter confusion.

From my perspective Romney would
grab the microphone and accuse Obama
of a terrible mistake during his presidency, giving me the ?oh he?s donefor
now? feeling. But then Obamawould

manner.
It was the type of defense that
resembled a bus ride I recall from

sixth grade, when Dave stood up and
told Steve to stop pelting chunks of

his turkey sandwich at Jimmy?s oversized noggin. Dave agreedwith Steve:
Jimmy smelt bad, always lost the class
bathroompass, and was just a total
dork. But Dave had known him since
pre-school and their moms were in the
same book club, so he felt compelled
to stand up for him. Similarly, I felt like
my roommates were defending their
respective party?s presidential candidates not because they actually thought
they had solid characterbut because of
a sense of long entrenched loyalty that
pushed them to choose between the
lesser of two a?holes.
Maybe I should have started by
warning everyone that I do not know
much about politics. So I urge you to
not send me an angry diatribe, ripping
apart my political acumen. It will fall
on deaf ears. In fact, I try my best to
stay away from any political discussion.
If I?m at a party and people begin to
debatethe merits of two candidates, in

respond by taking some roundabout-

back-door route of explainingthat he
was actuallyright in his decision, and in
fact exceededthe odds, giving me that
?wow, he?s so right, duh? feeling.But
after letting both statements sink in, I
was left with the ?well they must both
be full of crap? feeling. I went through
these emotional swings throughout

team, pick in the first round, I?m never
saying to myself, ?This stinks, I don?t
want any of

The liberal
arts degree

POOJA SHAH
As my college year comes to an
end, I begin to get more aggravated
when someone asks me, ?What are
you going to do with your life next
year?? in casual conversations. But
even worse than that question is
the frequently asked, ?Why did you
decide to major in humanities?You?re
not going to get a job.?

I?m an English and philosophy
double major, with a chemistry
minor?a combinationthat does
not exactly scream practical or applicable, as one may argue. In fact,
many people are under this impression that liberal arts majors are, to
be quite blunt, useless. Whether it is
my traditional, Indian parents who
expected their only daughter to go to
medical school and fulfill their dream
of becoming a neurosurgeon, or the
countless online rankings that list
the ?most useless college majors,? it
seems that there is this common notion that unless you are a math or science or business-related major, your
future prospects look slim. How true

is this? Sure, there is statistical evi-

dence that shows how unemployment
higher in certain humanity
majors than non-humanity majors,
but isn?t there more to the enrichment of life than just making money
and landing top earning jobs?
Perhaps, I?m just arguing in favor
of humanity majors because I can
identify with them and share their
sentiments. I am also bitter at the
way society treats people who pursue
?easier? majors. I?ve heard many
snide comments about how easy my
course load must be because ?I write
a few papers.? It isn?t always a blast
reading 400 pages of Chaucer and
examining the anti-feministtradition
rates are

these potential players on

my team. Neither seems like a great fit.
I don?t really buy into either of their
styles.? Instead I have a feeling of ?Wow,

both the availableguys are really great.
I?d like Player A over Player B ideally,
but there are so many good options to
choose from.? From the eyes of a naive

political analyst, I haven?t recently felt

like I was choosing between two bluechip talents. Instead, I see a decision
between the lesser of two cryptic, and
perhaps disingenuous,people.
This year in philosophy class, I
learned about Aristotle, who deemed
the greatest good in life as happiness.
He explained that happiness is most
effectively applied through the science

of politics, which meant finding the
greatest good for the greatest number
of people. This made me think that
maybe the public has a hand in forcing politicians into an unusual mold.
To get votes from such a broad array
of people, candidates are pigeonholed
into an indistinguishablemiddle ground
of perplexity. From experience, it?s
hard enough trying to earn unanimous
support from my three roommates on
which burrito place we should go to in
Cleveland Circle, let alone gain votes
from a plethora of unique social and
economic groups.
I fully encourage voting and believe
that its part of our civic duty. And

I?m not afraid to admit that I?m rather
cynical and totally ill-informed in the

the debate to the point where I became

realm of politics. However, I think it?s

confused and gave up trying to decode
who was telling the truth, and decided
to just concentrate on how awkwardthe
moderatormust feel trying to cut off
two extremelyarrogant talking heads.
(As a side note, being the moderatoris
like being the placeholderin football:
It?s a thankless job and people only
recognize when you do something egregiously wrong.)
I wish the election were like the NFL
draft. When the Patriots, my favorite

becomingincreasingly hard to fully buy
into candidates as people. The media
presents individuals as juggernauts
with an entire political party on their
shoulders. This takes away from their
human fallibilities, making them hard to
relate to.
CJ Gustafson is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomescomments at opinions@
bcheights.com.

in medievalsocieties, but I do it because I love it. If I were to take myself
out of this situation, however, it?s certainly respectable seeing people who
major in certain disciplines because

they are passionate about thesefields
of study rather than for the monetary benefits they might reap doing
something else. It?s admirablehow
there are many out there who rebel
against what they ought to do or are
expected to do to engage in what
they want to do.
Being a liberal arts major isn?t
necessarily away to pick the easier
route and avoid ?challenging? science
and math courses, but rather to shape
oneself into a holistic individual.

Especially at a school such as Boston
College, which strives to create a
well-rounded, cultured student,
engaging in intellectuallydemanding courses is a gift we are given.
What many people don?t know is that
just because you are a certain major,
such as English or communication,
you aren?t always restricted to the
direct applications of that field. For
example, in that instance, it doesn?t
mean that your only career path
is to become an author or teacher.
What?s most important is the way
one

Lecture Hall

BY

PAT

HUGHES

learns to transfer the skills of

writing, articulating, analyzing,and
communicating to other jobs that one

developsfrom a liberal arts education. I personally think that instead
of persuading students not to major
in disciplines that they are interested
in due to a fear of not being employed, we should be taught how we
could excel in whichever career path
we choose. There should be more
lessons on how we should think and
prepare ourselves for the work in the
real world.After all, isn?t the purpose
of life: to be happy with what we do
AND be successful in doing it?
Pooja Shah is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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?Paranormal? is too normal with not enough activity
BY LUIZA JUSTUS
Heights

Staff

The very fact that the fourth installthe Paranormal Activity series
was even made is cause for wariness of the
actual quality of the movie. Before watching thefilm, one might think the filmmakers are beating a dead horse to a pulp,
and as if
Paranormal
unsatisfied,
activity 4:
ment in

B-

Henry Joost
Room 101

continuing
to

beat that

pulp. The

subject has
been exhausted, and viewers know it.
Attempting to bring some novelty to the
situation, Paranormal Activity 4 was displayed in IMAX in order to amplify the
horror and make it look even more real.
The whole concept of this series is

that the paranormal occurrences are
being caught on tape by regular people
who notice bizarre incidences in their
home. It is not supposed to look like
a movie, but rather a semi-disjointed
series of footage that was put together
after the tragedy happened. The series

jumps around in time, and the fourth
chapter takes place five years after the
end of the second movie (the timeline
is a bit peculiar, but that makes it more

and it is all caught on camera.
Overall, the story progression of this
film was well-constructed.The actors did
their job well and made it seem natural. A

interesting). The person who created
the concept, Oren Peli, did not direct
the sequels. The fourth was directed by
Henry Joost andAriel Schulman, who had
been involved in the making of the third

positive feature was that the filmmakers
incorporated video chat into it. Several

film. The story of Paranormal Activity 4
centers on a teenage girl, Alex, and her
family. A woman moves into the house
across the street with an eccentric little
boy and asks Alex?s family to take him
in for a few weeks while she is in the
hospital. The creepy little boy, Robbie,
always leaves his bed in the middle of

the night and wanders around the house
acting strangely. He speaks in a dry tone
and mentions imaginary friends, leading
Alex and her boyfriend to believe there
is something seriously wrong with him.
Her mother refuses to believe her when
she says there is something wrong with
Robbie, so she sets up cameras around
the house in order to catch him doing
something weird. Supernatural forces
begin to act upon Alex and her family,

scenes were videoconversations between
Alex and her boyfriend, and this was an
interesting twist on the homemadevideo
idea. Itis impossible to analyze this movie
as a solo unit, however, because it is has
alreadybeen so heavily influenced by the
fact that there are three other films of
this nature. The first Paranormal Activity
was leaked online before it got to movie
theaters. People were talking about it
but there was no advertising for it. The
actors were completely unknown and
maintained their real names. The movie
had no credits at the end except for a title

thanking the families of the deceased for
releasing this footage. All these factors
made it seem extremely real, like it was
not actually a movie but footage found
after an unfortunate mishap. This was
the basis of its appeal. It was ruined by
the very fact that sequels were made, and
that these sequels were so heavily publi-

cOurtesy Of

rOOM 101

Joost squeezed all the juiceout of the ?Paranormal Activity? concept in the fourth film.

cized andbecame more Hollywood-esque thrill or for those who have seen the first
with each installment. For these reasons,
three movies and want to see what hapParanormalActivity 4 was an okay movie, pens in the end. If not, do not expect a
but it was bland.There was nothing novel gem of the horror movie genre.This one
about it, and watching it felt like going will not keep you up at night. Horror film
through the motions. It was an exhausted enthusiasts lookingfor a thrill on Halloween should stay home and rent a classic.
concept, and this greatly hindered the
potential of the film. I wouldrecommend It was a sweet attempt, but definitely not
this movie to those looking for a cheap worth the trip. n

The ?V/H/S? is deemed obsolete

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

weeks in release

1. Paranormal activity 4

30.2

1

2. argo

16.6

2

3. Hotel transylvania

13.5

4

4. taken 2

13.4

3

5. alex cross

11.8

1

6. sinister

9.0

2

7. Here comes tHeBoom

8.5

2

8. PitcH Perfect

7.0

4

picked off. Influenced by elements from

9. frankenweenie

4.4

3

The Blair Witch Project, this portion of
the film is the most suspenseful.
It?s also important to note that your

10.looPer

4.2

4

title

cOurtesy
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Those looking for Halloweenthrills should avoid this low-budget, lackluster thriller, which mistakes gore for entertainment.

BY NATHAN ROSSI
For The Heights

body of

The found-footage horror film trend
continues this Halloween with a number
of hits so far, including Sinister and Para-

actually shot using handheld cameras
because of the grainy shots and camera
movement, V/H/S is neither scary nor
mainstream. It?s disturbing and grisly.
Because of the dark nature of the film,
distributorMagnet Releasing made a very
smart choice by releasing the movie on
Video On Demand and selecttheatres because I imagine the average viewer would
probably walk out of theaters after the first

transported to the second story.
Thefootage on the tape is from another
group of friends who have put a video
camera on a pair of glasses in the hopes of
having sex with women they meet at bars
and taping it. Things don?t go as planned
and theguys only bring home two women,
one of whomis a petite girl, with bugging
eyes, and can only speak the words, ?I like
you.? The guys are too drunk to care how
weirdshe is, and soon try to hook up with
her. Apparently,they were also too stupid
to notice that she had horned feet. Before
long, as you might imagine, two of the guys
fall victim to her vampire/gargoyleways.
The otherfriend tries to escape, but it?s no
use. The tape ends with the blurry image
of his death.
While that scene might sound like
your typical horror film, reminiscent
of a film like Hostel or Saw, it is really
much worse. The sequence is completely
off-putting?not because it is scary, just
because it is flat-out gross. If you manage

30 minutes or so. Point blank, the film is

to continue on after these first 40 minutes,

that disgusting.

be warned, things don?t get much better or
even much scarier.
The only real scare comes during
the fourth story, when a group of four
friends make the ?smart? decision to
spend the day in the woods. After they

an old man and a slew of VHS
tapes as well. Not surprisingly, one of the
guys puts one into the TV, and we are

normal Activity 4. Even smaller movies
are getting
v/H/S:
in on the
MattBettinelliaction as
Olpin
well. V/H/S,
Bloody Disgusting whichmade

B+
d

its debut at the Sundance Film Festival this
past January, proves that it is a lot more

dedicated to the genre
more expensive films.

than those other

While it?s plausible that the movie was

short stories, revolving
around the discovery of a VHS tape, the
audience is first introduced to a group of
male friends that are ransacking an old
house to get paid. They discover the dead
Cut into six

smoke weed and skinny dip in a river,
things start to go awry. One of the girls
is convinced that a man, who is really
just a blur, haunts the woods. As you
can imagine, one by one the friends are

patience for the shaky camera shots

will probably run thin by the end of the
movie. As it is, the film, at nearly two
hours, runs way too long. The acting,
too, is painfully over-the-top.
If any elementof the movie deserves
praise, it?s the makeup, which is impressive considering the low production
budget.
Those looking for a good scare on
Halloween night would be wiser to
watch a more establishedfilm, like one
from the Paranormal series. Even better,
why not watch a classic like Scream or
The Exorcist? V/H/S, filled with profanity, nudity, and gore, is distinctively
low-budget?not that that should count
against it. In fact, low-budget horror
films tend to be scarier than their high
budget counterparts (case in point:
Paranormal Activity, or last year?s Insidious). Yet what V/H/S failed to bring
is any creativity and any genuine scares.
Like VHS tapes, this film is out of touch
with the times. n

phOtOs cOurtesy
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. casual vacancy
J.K. Rowling
2. nyPdred
James Patterson
3. winter of tHeworld
Ken Follett
4. gone girl
GillianFlynn
5. mad river
John Sandford

6. time keePer
Mitch Albom
7. wanted man
Lee Child
8. live By nigHt
Dennis Lehane
9. low Pressure
Sanda Brown

SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

A ?Sinister? trend in this year?s batch of Halloween flicks
BY CONNOR HURLEY
For The Heights
Low-budget horror film Sinister feaamongst the yearly batchof Halloween flicks hopingto turn audiencefear into
yet another sequel or franchise. Although
Sinister shows potentialfor standingout in
the overcrowded genre, it ultimately falls
short due to its weak plot development
and predictSiniSter:
able scares.
Its use of
Scott Derrickson
?found footAlliance Films
age,? while
delivering some of the films scarier moments, seems to conform with the genreas
opposed to offering something new.
The film begins with promise. Super-8
footageshows a family of four with nooses
around their necks standing under a tree
branch. An adjacent branch begins to fall,
acting as a counterweight and lifting the
family into the air. After a short, weak
struggle, each family member succumbs
to their inevitablefateand swayslifelessly
from thebranch. We?re instantlycaptivated
by the questions that will take much of the
110-minute film to answer. Who are these
people? Why were they killed? And most
importantly, who filmed the murder?
tures

c+

Enter Ellison Oswalt (Ethan Hawke),

gations, attempting to connect the three
murders with help from a local deputy
and professor in occult science (Vincent
D?Onofrio). After connections to a childeating Babylonian god are uncovered
(seriously), the strange occurrences at the
Oswaltresidence worsen and begin to take
who went missing after the crime. Struga toll on the whole family. The inevitable
gling to find his next big hit, Ellison uses twist unravels as Ellison scrambles to
the mystery as the source of his new novel. get his family to safety. The final climax
He hits the jackpot when a box of superis ironically the weakest point of the
-8 film reels and a projector conveniently film, revealing the mysteries in a so-so
appear in the attic. Ready to watch home fashion that does not seem nearly worth
movies of previous tenants,Ellisoninstead the wait.
Sinister is definitely not the worst horis sickened as three gruesome murders
play out on the super-8reels.The methods ror film released in recent years, but with

who moves his wife
Tracy (Juliet Rylance) and two children
into the very house where the earlier
scene took place. Through an unpleasant
welcome from the local sheriff, we learn
that the murdered family had a daughter
a true crime writer

of each murder are horrific and represent
the pinnacle of creativity and originality
in Sinister.
The entire plot only takes place over
a few days, yet somehow Sinister still
seems to drag on. All the essentials are
thrown in to ensure some jumps along
the way?rustles in the bushes, swinging
doors, and noises in the attic. The first
major fright occurs whileEllison is creeping through the house during a power
cut with a flashlight (who even owns a

flashlight anymore?). And that?s just on
the first night.
Ellison delvesfurther into his investi-

they received as Ellison?s children. British
stage actress Juliet Rylance proved an odd
casting choice as wife Tracy Oswalt, not
just for her unfitting accent but also for
her overdramatized acting that clearly
screamed ties to her theatre background.
Althoughthere were certain jump-inyour-seat moments, the ultimate reveal at

the end of the film did little to make up
for thefact that simply not a lot happened
along the way. For those new to the horror genre, or those who prefer to sleep at
night, Sinister is yourHalloweenfilm. For
thosemore dedicatedhorrorfans, maybe
the reviews for Paranormal Activity 4 are
better. n

previouswork of director Scott Derrickson
includingThe Exorcism of Emily Rose, more
was to be expected. The film struggles to
find its place as a horror, skirting back

and forth between its commitment to the
slasher or supernatural subgenre.Despite
the shortcomingsin its plot, Sinister masks
its low budget effectively (despiteEllison
wearing the same cardigan from start to
end), and the cast breathes life into its
one-dimensional characters. EthanHawke
nails his characters meltdown from focused author to overwhelmedsleuth, and
newcomers Clare Foley and Michael Hall
D?Addario shone in the little screen time

cOurtesy
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Ethan Hawke fans will be embarassed to see him appear in this horror movie misfire.
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?Legend of Zelda? spotlighted by Wang orchestral performance
?Zelda,? from

cOurtesy Of gOOgle iMAges

The concert celebratedfour of the videogame?s most iconic iterations, including ?Ocarina of Time.?

more intricate takes on the arrangements.
The Zeldafranchise is as much visual
as it is musical, so complementingthe
symphony were three projector screens
displaying scenes and highlights of the

Composer Koji Kondo is the mindbehind all of the memorablesoundtracks,
which not only serve as background
noise, but also play an active role in the
course of the games.
On to Thursday night, the concert
began with an overture and a medley
tribute to the series? dungeons. Periodically, the symphony?s producer and
promoter John Michael Paul appeared
and introduced the movements?each
time to rapturous cheers and applause.
The four movements addressed four
milestone games in the franchise: Ocarina of Time, The Wind Waker, Twilight
Princess, and A Link to the Past. Each
movement featured the most notable

series? games, often coordinating perfectly with the music. Several moments
produced nostalgic laughs, while the
night overall was permeated with cheers
and applause at the commendable per-

formance from the musicians.
Once the last movement was completed and the orchestra was received
with a standing ovation, Paul emerged on
the stage announcing one more piece ?for
the ladies.? The melody performed and
the applause rained down, so the concert should have been over now, right?
Wrong. Paul appearedagain announcing

melodies from the games?at the same
time, the orchestra dished out its own,

a second encore, much to the

dismay of

several audience members who exited
their seats less than a minute before.
After the performance truly ended,
the audience cascaded toward the exit
raving about how well the music was
played, what was missing, and how
amazing it was when Noone pulled out
the young protagonist Link?s baton from

The Wind Waker to conduct the rest of
the symphony.
The concert was by no means thorough?there are undoubtedlymore pieces that could have been played, but the
Zelda series bears far too many melodies
to be squeezed into an hour-and a-half
performance. Nevertheless, ?Symphony
of the Goddesses? heartily satisfied its
audience, who immediately after must
have been itching to get to a Nintendo
console and play any of the unforgettable
entries of the franchise. n

Chic display at the MFA
VMAN?s 2008 shoot of Ashton Kutcher
reveals little innovation when it comes to
and audacity, and, as previously menpalette?he is depictedmodeling a clean,
tioned, commercialism and fine art. The white suit and folding his hands in front
list is endless?alluding to the fact that of him. What is interesting, though, is the
these intense contrasts are a significant fact that one hand is severed, with frayed
facet of what makes Testino?s photos wires andmetallicpieces danglefrom his
so enticing. Furthermore, though, the sleeve as he ominously stares ahead. In
exhibit itself is true to his method?the another, Jennifer Lopez, in a streaming,
prints are authoritativelybright, mounted aqua gown, is displayed strutting confion azure walls, and luminously backlit,
dently aside a sparkling pool with five
successfully commanding each viewer?s large, black dogs leading the way. Tom
attention.
Brady, quarterback for the New England
Obviously, contrast is a vital feature Patriots, is shown snarlingnext to a fierce
of every Testino image, but in those hound in another shot. Their eyes glint
photographs where he works with the with terror and their teeth glare with
whiteness, yet Brady, in a dark suit and
most dynamic, seductive shades of red,
is
expertise
his
best flaunted. The color tie, still conveys the epitome of elegance
is explosive. Luscious, flowering trees, and class.
with hues more vibrant and delicious than
Everything Testino does is done with
those of an apple, serve as the backdrop such taste, whether it?s a casual, candid
for Daria Werbowy?s shot in American photograph or an explicit, revealing one.
Vogue?her gown is sultry and flowing, In Your Face contains a substantial number
matching her flaming lips. A 2006picture of nude works, including those of Demi
Moore, Natalie Vodianova, Lady Gaga,and
of Reese Witherspoon showcases the actress in a similarly vivacious dress. Clad Kate Moss?who is quite the star of the
inred, Witherspoon?s figure pops against exhibit?but even when Testino is photoa stark white wall, her visage shadowed,
graphing the most personal aspects of the
practically imperceptible. Brad Pitt, in human form, there is a degreeof artfulness
another shot, stands suavely in front of present in each piece. It is not only about
a rich, fire truck-red background, with
naked, erotic models, though?it presents
his charcoal suit, opaque, large-rimmed some classics too, such as the timelessshot
glasses, and smoking cigarette debonairly of Jennifer Aniston smiling, playfully and
dashing off the print. Clearly, Testino innocently modeling an oversized men?s
knows how to make his photos bleed dress shirt. There?s a radiating shot of
with deep color, but he demonstrates in a Oprah Winfreyand one of Emma Watson,
number of pieces that he is able to adeptly too, thatreveals a similar pure quality.
Testino, as exhibited through In Your
use red in more refined manners as well.
In a striking picture of Josh Hartnett, Face, has the indisputable talent for
for example, the actor?s prominent feacapturing beauty through the lens. The
tures and eyes lined in ebony are arrestexhibit, true to its title,forces each viewer
ing?he?s portrayed puckering seriously, to recognize that beauty?thus, the quesas he carelessly smudges cherry-colored tion of art versus advertisement becomes
irrelevant, for Testino?s work ultimately
lipstick across his mouth.
If not entirely through color, Testino?s has viewers completely and irrevocably
photos demand notice through concept. sold. n

Testino, from AlO

EMily sAdeghiAn / fOr

Dramatic ?Lives? outshines its script
?Lives,? from AlO
Charlotte, Maguire frequently brought
down the house with perfect, snappy line

deliveries. Gooberalso made an impression as Pearl, a meek character with an

unfortunate penchant for terrible jokes.
All four actresses played an essential part
in the ensemble, providing a convincing
portrayal of close female friendship?not
to mention plenty of humor.
As the play continues, though, over a
timespan of almosttwo decades, the lightness of the opening scenes turns dark.All
four women develop severe diseases and
are hastily fired from thecompany. When
the women realize that their sickness is a
result of radium exposure, they take the
bold step of suing the company for know-

cOurtesy Of gOOgle iMAges

?Vogue? editor Anna Wintour appeared at the opening of Testino?s new photo exhibit at the MFA.

the heights

Rife with harrowing themes like genderinequalityand workers? rights, ?Shining Lives? often glossed over any deeper meaning.

ingly exploiting them for labor without
warning them of healthrisks. Catherine
hires a lawyer to take on the RadiumDial
Company, andthefour women joinforces
to fight the legalbattleeven as their health
continues to deteriorateand the case drags
them and theirfamilies through themud.
As long as These Shining Lives sticks
to its most fundamental story?that of
four women fighting an uphill battle for
justice?it makes for compellingmaterial.
At times, though, theplay suffers frombeing overly ambitious.Marnich?s play stirs
up many dramatic themes, from gender

inequality to worker?s rights to the power
of corporations,but not allof thesethemes
are explored in depth, and passing
references to World War II and
Prohibition seem more
like strained attempts
at topicality than es-

sor

Crystal Tiala. The set was

a

combi-

nation of practical minimalism?a table

and chairs to signify Catherine?s dining
room, a few desks to represent the
workplace?and more striking
expressionist elements in the
background. Several clock
faces, timepieces, and an
ominously glowing hour-

sential components of
the story. The play is also
somewhatconfused in its
structure: it?s sometimes
told in Greek chorus style
and sometimes in a more

glass were featured prominently to great effect.Other
technical elements likewise
echoed theplay?s themes, from
a recurring ?tick tock? sound
effect during scene changes
to the dramatic lighting,
especially a green spotlight used to show the
glowing effects of radiation. All of these
elements worked
together to complement the efforts of
the ensemble cast,
who convincingly
sold every emotional
high and low of the

naturalistic mode. These
tonalshifts can be jarring and
distracting, as are the occasional appearances
of singers and other
minor characters.
Yet these are

flaws of the play
itself, not BC?s
production of
it, which was
consistently
professional
and intelli-

story and turned
These Shining Lives

gent. Special
ment i on

goes to the
play?s scenic design,
by profes-

from forgotten history to something
very much alive and

relevant. n

Cherish the classics butrealize that nostalgia can be blinding
our generation? When we look back 20,
30, or 40 years from now, what nowmodern music will we still be listening
to? These are questions I often ponder

occasional nostalgic tendencies, I think
it?s too easy to get sucked into the idea
that our generation?s music is deficient
compared to the glories of the past. It?s
an idea that publications like Rolling
Stone perpetuate by enshrining the ?6os
and ?7os as the GoldenAge. (On that
magazine?s list of the 500 greatest albums

?real? enough. So it goes.
Likewise, those who denounce autotune on principle ignore its very real
artistic possibilities. One artist who has
consistently explored those possibilities is
Kanye West. As insufferable as his public
persona may be, West is someone who is
certain to go down as one of the giants of

and debate with friends, sometimes with

of all time, 292 of them come from those

a sense of desperation.As someone who
was raised on ?6os and ?7os classics, it?s
sometimes tempting for me to admit
defeat when looking at shifting tastes in
popular music. Can our generation really

two decades.) Those who subscribe to
this idea are likelyto bemoan modern

pop music for our generation.An album
like 808s & Heartbreaks or My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy shows West

SEAN KEELEY
What will be the enduring music of

stack up? My parents? generation had (to
name only a few) The Beatles, Bob Dylan,
Van Morrison, The Rolling Stones, and
Joni Mitchell?great songwriters and

performers, and all popular artists who
channeled the energies and causes of their
time into their music. Looking at today?s
pop charts can sometimes be a disheartening experienceby comparison. The
most recent installmentof the popular
Now That?s What I Call Music compilation series, for example,features such
artists as Carly Rae Jepsen,Katy Perry,
One Direction, and Justin Bieber. The title
of the compilation begs the question: is

this what we call music?
But I don?t intend this column to be an
exercise in musical nostalgia.Despite my

developments like auto-tune and yearn
for a time when music was more ?real?
and ?authentic.?
Don?t get me wrong, there is something to these complaints?auto-tune is
used far too much, and too lazily,by many
performers today, and I?m certainly not

utilizing modernproduction techniques
as they should be used?in service of the
music?s emotion. The formerremains
West?s most underrated effort, a devastating albumthat explores heartbreak in all
its forms against an electronicmusical
soundscape of synthesizers,primal beating drums, and severely distorted vocals.
It?s a style that is, in some sense, cold and
robotic, but it meshes with the album?s
themesof emptiness and isolation, and

tuned abstraction in the last few minutes.
It may not be a natural sound,but that

doesn?t mean the song isn?t carefully
constructed or thatthe song?s emotion
is fake. West is using all of the tricks in
his arsenal to deliver the song?s emotion,
and that?s no less valid or authentic than
Marcus Mumford whaling on a banjo and
howling.
My point is not to prove the superiority of our generation?s musical tastes
from it?my iTunes library is undeniably
skewed toward classicfolk, blues, and
rock, and I think thatany self-respecting
music lover should cherish past classics
and musical traditions.But I?ve also come
to realize that nostalgia can be blinding:
by fetishizingthe past, we risk ignoring
all the greatmusic that is produced in the

existedlike it?s imagined. Those whohold
up Sgt. Pepper?s Lonely Hearts Club Band
as a paragon of taste likely miss the fact
that it pioneered modernproduction
techniques of dubbing, altering speeds,

present.

and the use of sound effects?innovative
developments that were, no doubt, criticized by more conservative music critics
or

?Runaway? begins with a few simple piano
notes and builds to a huge wall of sound
as West?s voice becomesa distorted,auto-

to the antiquatedforms of the past. Far

about to launch into a defense of someone
like Kesha. But whatbothers me about
these comments is theirkneejerk reaction
against anything new, and theircelebration of a gloriouspast that probably never

who didn?t think they were ?authentic?

it cuts deep on tracks like ?Heartless?
and ?Coldest Winter.? My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy is evenmore ambitious.
The show-stopping, nine-minute track

cOurtesy

?As insufferable as his public persona may be, West is

...

Of gOOgle

iMAges

one of the giants of pop music.?

Sean Keeley is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes commentsat arts@
bcheights.com.
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AN EYE ON CULTURE

?THESE SHINING LIVES?

?The Heights?
to the ?Stone?

Despite a lackluster play, the Theatre
Department manages to shine
TAYLOR CAVALLO

Jobs. Applications. Money. Plansfor the
future. Apartments. Interviews.New York
or Boston? Move back home or get my own
place?
All of these things are on our senioryear minds. I can?t say that I?m as frantic
as my peers during thisprocess (shoutout
to CSOM!), but I?d be lying if I said I never
thought about these plaguing, burdensome
decisions that Iknow must bemade at
some point.

I?ve started a mentallist of places to apply for jobs. Once I add one more random
office to the list, it justmakes the place
at the numberone spot of thatlist seem
farther away:Rolling Stone magazine.
As my time as associate arts editor is

quickly coming to an end, I?ve become a
little emotionalabout leavingthe board,
mostly because my job on The Heights
brings me so much joy. Not only do I love
all the artsy things that I have access to right
at my fingertips, like on-campus dance
shows and theatreproductions,but I also
get to read our section writers? opinions
and thoughts on the artsy happeningsin the
world of pop-culture. As narcissistic as it
might sound, however, one ofmy absolute
favorite things about being an editor is that I
get to write this column. Not because I love
to hear my own opinions, and read them
over and over, but simply because some

By
Keeley
BY Sean
SEAN KEELEY

Heights Staff

This weekend, the Boston College Theater Department opened its 2012-13 season in
Robsham Theater with four performances of Melanie Marnich?s These Shining Lives. This
little-knownplay casts light on a true but largely forgotten chapter of American history: the
struggle of four women in 1930s Chicago to sue their employer, the Radium Dial Company,
after they developed deadlyradium poisoning as a result of their work. This historic tale was
brought to compelling lifeby directorPatricia Riggin, a talentedcast of nine, and a crew whose
beautiful set, costumes, and lighting designmadean essential contributionto the play?s period
authenticity and ambiance.
The play opens with a directaddress to the audience, as a woman takesthe stage to adjust
our expectations,saying, ?This isn?t a fairy tale, though it starts like one. It?s not a tragedy,though
it ends like one.? After this intriguing opening monologue, the storyproper kicks into gear as
we are introduced to this woman, Catherine Donohue (Phoebe Kuhlman, A&S ?l3), a young
newlywedin 1920s Chicagowhois looking for workto supplementherhusbandTom?s income.
Soon enoughshe finds a job that seems too goodto be true: well-compensated full-time work
making watches at the Radium Dial Company. Catherine takes the job and immediatelyfits
right in, becoming closefriends with her co-workersCharlotte(Maggie Maguire, A&S ?l3),
Frances (Nicole Trauffer, A&S ?l3), and Pearl (Samantha Goober, A&S ?l5).
These earlyscenes have a light,funny touch, definedby Catherine?s optimism and
the promise of a better future. Kuhlman gives a terrific performance as the likable
protagonist, a characterdefined by herlove for herhusband and children and her
strong-willed,hardworking nature. Shealsoplayed nicely off ofKyle Brown, A&S
?l4, whoplayed therole ofher husband Tom. Their scenes together established
a relationship based on mutual love and trust: even when arguments
broke out, the characters circled back to apology and forgiveness, and
the actors skillfully projected every complicated emotional nuance of
theirscenes.
Equally impressive were the actresses playingCatherine?s co-workers. From theirfirst appearance, they invigorated the play with their
witty interchangesand banter. As the outspoken,gin-andgossip-loving

people read it.
Letting goof something I love will be

See ?Lives,? A9

hard. But there is one job that willmake that
transition easier: the be all, end allof music
publications (one more time for emphasis):
Rolling Stone magazine.
In the spirit of job-huntingseason, here

goes nothing.
To Whom It May Concern:
Hire me maybe?Just kidding!
My name is Taylor Cavallo. I?m a senior
at Boston College (but don?t worry, I?m a
New Yorker at heart) majoring in English
and philosophy, with a minor in psychoanalytic studies.
(Now for the fun stuff?)
I?ve been reading your publication since
I first learnedhow to read. Before that I
was looking at the pictures. My liferevolves
around music, and I?d be a great addition to
your fantastic, iconic publication.
I was the associate arts editorfor the
independentstudent newspaper of BC, The
Heights. Need I saymore? The Heights is
pretty awesome. I?ll bring you a copy during
my interview! (Can I have an interview
please, pretty please?) While on the board,
I produced a weeklycolumn. And guess
what! It was mostly aboutmusic. Because I
love music, did I mention that?

Emily sadeghian /

Testino exhibit brings
true style to the MFA
Fashion photography

stylishly spotlighted
at Boston?s MFA

I?ve been labeledby many as an old soul.
I love classicrock but have a soft spot for a
lot of greatmodern music. Except Taylor
Swift. And Katy Perry. Don?t ask me to
review anything pertaining to them because
I?ll probablybebiased. But if you don?t
care, I?ll do it. Which brings me to my next

point.?
I?ll doanything. I?ll answer phones, make
frantic trips to StarbuckswhereI have to
remember 28 specialty Frappuccinos (I also

BY ARIANA IGNERI
courtesy of google images

Video game score was the center of a philharmonic orchestra performanceat the Wang Theatre.

Classical music and
video games converge

have a greatmemorywhen necessary!), run
around New York City getting your laundry.
Anything.
Yours truly(I really mean that?),
Taylor Cavallo

BY ALLAN GUZMAN
For The Heights

a

So while I?m not stupid enough to actually submit that to RollingStone (or, on the
other hand,is it crazy enough to work?),

A crowd of well over a thousand
gathered aroundthe entrance and inner
halls of the Wang Theatre on Thursday
night in celebration of one of the most
iconic franchises in therelatively young

American tour, which will conclude
Dec. 14 in San Jose, Calif.
The notion of employingan orchestra to celebrate a video game?s music

series of all time, pioneering the adventure genre with complex dungeons,
iconic treasures, and a fascinating and

you all know whereI?ll befocusing my
attention for a job come next fall, whenI?ve
departed fromthe Heights, both the paper
and the place.
While this is a little bit of a premature
goodbye, as I still have a few issues, production nights, section meetings, Scene meetings, and columns left, I thought I?d take the
time out to say thank you for reading The
Heights, the arts section, and my column.
While I hate cliches, and more often
than not, corny, sappy, cheesyniceties
that seem fake give me goose bumps or a
nervous itch (really?), I promise you this is
sincere.
Maybe if I need a letterof recommendation, one of my readers could write a nice
little email.Hmm?.

Taylor Cavallo is the AssistantArts
Review editor of The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

Zelda series?and even a few encore

surprises.

So why a symphony dedicated to
video game, and why The Legend of
Zelda of all games? Video game companies, as well as fans, are consistently
trying to elevateand assert video games?
status as a form of art, and ?Symphony
history of video games: The Legend of of the Goddesses? is an example of that
Zelda.
effort. The performance demonstrates
The Wang Theatre houses 3,600 that video games are not just mindless
seats, and video game fans young and button mashing. There are serious and
old filled nearly all of them as they complex components that make some
packed the venue to see and hear the games, like Zelda, stand out and place
Rhode Island Philharmonic Orchestra them on par with films and literature.
As for the game, there are several
and concert choir, led by Irish conductor Eimear Noone, perform The Legend reasons. The Legend of Zelda series is
of Zelda: Symphony of the Goddesses. currently celebrating its 25th anniverNoone and her team are currently in sary. Secondly, this is one of the most
thefinal stages of the symphony?s North important and well-lovedvideo game

might sound gimmicky and maybe
even pretentious, but ?Symphony of the
Goddesses? is a genuine symphony performance, featuring an overture, introductory pieces, four movements?each
highlighting a particular entry in the

Heights

Staff

Glistening with glamor and shimmering with splendor, the new exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts(MFA),
In Your Face, highlights the brilliantly
ostentatious career of illustriousfashion
photographer Mario Testino. The exhibit is delightfullyimposing, including
122 captivating, grandioseprints?some
of which

are a

monumental eight feet

tall. Featured in magazines such as
Vogue, VMAN, Vanity Fair, and now at
the MFA, Testino?s work undoubtedly

blends the distinction between commercialismand art, but whatis more, it
does so with such delicate subtlety that
viewers will inevitably forget that there

ever was a

difference at all.

A large, collaged TV screen of 16
squares greets visitors upon their entrance into the Ann and Graham Gund
Gallery,where In Your Face is being displayed. Looping for a minute and a half,
the video ?invites you into Testino?s own
world??with intimate clips ofhis models
fawning over his talent?making viewers
feel as if they are ?stepping into the pages

of one of today?s great fashion magazines.?
On the vividly painted cerulean walls of
the exhibitionis a brief introductionthat
elucidates upon boththe artist?s Peruvian
history and his unique photographictechniques.

Testino?s style is characterized by
provocative contrasts and alluring juxtapositions. As evidenced throughout
In Your Face, his images masterfully
experiment with the blatant disparities between light and dark, black and
white and color, fashion and nudity,

See Testino, A9

rewarding storyline. Robin Williams
even named his daughter Zelda, after
the titular princess. Lastly, the Zelda
series revolves heavily around music.
courtesy of mfa

See ?Zelda,? A9

Horror goes old school in V/H/S
INSIDE ARTS
THIS

for the heights

Testino?s undeniable style and captivating artistry are made obvious in this photography exhibit.

Paranormal Activity returns weakly

The video-on-demandonly film demands attention but
The fourthinstallmentproves that the once-vivacious
8e5t5e11er5...............................A8
delivers nothing in return, A8
Box Office Rep0rt........................A8
saga should call it quits, A8
ISSUE
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Eagles win on Banner Night
BY RYAN DOWD
For The Heights
Boston College (2-1-0, 2-1-0 HEA)
unveiledboth its newest National Championship banner and its newest hockey

squad Saturday

Boston College 3

night at Kelley
Rink. In a 3-0 defeat of cross-town rival Northeastern (21-0, 2-1-0 HEA), the No. 3 Eagles sought
and found retribution against the team
that beat them just a week ago.
?With [Northeastern] beating us on
their home opener, we most definitely
didn?t want themtaking our homeopener
away from us,? said Johnny Gaudreau,
who had four points on the night. ?It
definitely gave us a bit of a chip on our
shoulders.?
Northeastern

grahaM beck

/

heights

editOr

The 2012 National Championshipbanner was raised on Saturday nightbefore the Eagles won.

A moment of

BostoN collEgE

The grudge match proved to be just
that?a grudge match. The gamefeatured
a totalof 17 penalties. BC just happened
to capitalize on early chances and kill
any opportunities Northeastern had.

head coach Jim Madigan. ?Their will was
greater than ours.?
Just six minutes into the first period,
The Huskies had 44 total shots, 26 on the Eagle power play imposed that will.
target, and nearly 15 minutes of power
With a series of crisp passes in the Husplay advantage,but still left Conte Forum kies? zone, BC broke down the Northgoalless. Their chances simply weren?t eastern defense and broke the game wide
as good as BC?s due to the play of the
open. DefensemanPatrick Wey fedfellow
back line and the fine form of goalkeeper defenseman Teddy Doherty on the left
wing, as he crossed the puck to Kevin
Parker Milner.
?I was very pleased with our special Hayes in the right slot. Hayes hammered
teams,? said head coach Jerry York. ?Our the puck top shelf and into the net. It was
PK was excellent, and our power play the first time BC had grabbed an early
was really important for us tonight. Even
lead so far this season.
Four minutes later, captain Pat Multhough sometimes we didn?t score, we
had good puck possession. We moved lane and Gaudreaucombined to put the
pucks well.?
?Quite simply, [Boston College] just
See Banner Night, B3

Vs.

GEorgia tEch

17

emotionfrom
Spaz after loss

us to pucks down low, even when
it was five on four,? said Northeastern

beat

37

ANOTHER GAME OUT OF REACH

GREG JOYCE
You read hiswords on paper, and it
soundslike he doesn?t care anymore. His
go-to phrases are about a lack of execution, doing some goodthings but making
too many mistakes, and guys fighting hard,
but not being able to get it donewhere it
counts?in the win column.
All of those excuses, or whatever you
want to call them, are incredibly frustrating. It?s the same problems every week. We
hear the same things from Frank Spaziani
everysingle week. But whatis left to say?
Following Saturday?s 37-17 loss to
Georgia Tech, we headed down to thepress
conference with Spaziani. Headinginto
the game, despiteseemingly everyonein
the world calling for his head, I thought
there was no way Spaziani would be fired
midseason.But after thedefense was embarrassedyet again, and theEagles picked
up theirfifth straight loss, the possibility
of this being my last press conference with
Spaz filled my head.
We got into the area wherethe press

conference would beheld?in Georgia
Tech?s weight room. The away team?s press
conference always takes place in a makeshift area, and this time was no different.

David gold

Sitting before a small podium, we waited
for Spaziani to makehis appearance.
Minutes later, he walkedin. You could
hear a pin drop in theroom, everybodyrealizing the circumstances that surrounded
the defeat?another loss, thesixth of the
season. New athletic directorBrad Bates
was in Atlanta to witness at least the massacre that was the first half. If the program?s
struggles weren?t clear to him before, I
thought, well, he got a first-hand look at a
microcosm of what?s gone wrong all season
for Boston College.Could this beit?the
lastpostgame presser with Spaziani? The

phOtO

Unable to stop Georgia Tech on third downs, BC gets dumped by Yellow Jackets for fifth straight loss
BY GRF.G JOYCE
Sports Editor
ATLANTA
Third and eight: first down. Third
and goal from the three-yard line: touchdown.Third
and seven: first down. Third and nine: first down.
Third and five from the 12-yard line: touchdown.
Third and 26: first down. Third and goal from the

touchdown. Third and two: first down. Third
and 11 from the 24-yard line: touchdown.
And just like that,it was Georgia Tech 21, Boston
College 3, with less than four minutes to play in the
first half. Next came a three-and-outfrom the Eagles,
which included a snap over Chase Rettig?s head that
one:

See Spaziani, B4

resulted in a 17-yard loss. After Gerald Levano got
off a 39-yard punt to give the ball back to the Yellow
Jackets, Georgia Tech didn?t wait until third down
to make a big play. Instead, backup quarterback Vad
Lee unloaded a 45-yard bomb to Anthony Autry,
who burned cornerback Sean Sylvia to make it 28-3
Yellow Jackets.
It hardly mattered what the Eagles could do in
the second half, as Georgia Tech had done enough
damage in the first half to secure a 37-17 win over
BC on Saturday afternoon.
The sixth loss of the season for the Eagles may

have been their most frustrating one, as they were
unable to stop a triple option offense yet again. The

defense surrendered 563 total yards to the Yellow
Jackets, including 391 on the ground.
?We played some things better, but to get a team
like that in third-downsituations and then let them
off the hook is not good. It?s not good,? said head
coach Frank Spaziani. ?I think they had third and 12,
third and eight, third and whatever they?re playing
left-handedthen. You have to make some plays there,
and it was almost like we were non-existent.?
Georgia Tech converted on eight of 10 third
downs in the first half, and on one they didn?t convert,
the Yellow Jackets went for it on fourth downand got
?

See Football, B4

BC comes back to fly by UNH in
second half of home and home

Fatigued Eagles
end in scoreless
tie with Miami

BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor

BY JONO KEEDY
For The Heights

en?s

Yesterday, the Boston College womice hockey team defeated the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire, 5-2, behind a

Rather than starting the game with
only the National Anthem, yesterday?s
women?s soccer game began with honoring the seniors
Boston College 0
of No. 24 BosMiami
0
ton College and
a team handshake to celebrate ACC?s
Good Sportsmanship Week. This game
was the final regular season home game
for the departing seniors on the team.
Especially after a big win on Thursday
against No. 1 Florida State, BC felt in
control going into the game.
?I think we put ourselves in a good
situation to take care of business,? said
head coach Alison Foley. ?Clearly having
Miami come up hereput us in the drivers?

Man / ap

Boston College 5

grahaM beck / heights editOr

After upsetting No. 1 FloridaState Thursday, BC came intothe game mentallyand physically tired.
andthem having multiple kids onred
cards [helped us too].?
The Eagles started off slowly against
the University of Miami. The gameended
in a scoreless tie, as BC was both physicallyand mentally fatigued from the hard
seat

fought game against FSU.
?You see it all the time in athletics,
after beating the number one team in
the country who hasn?t had a goal scored

See Women?s Soccer, B5

Volleyball swept on the road
INSIDE SPORTS
On their road
North
the
THIS

full team effort at

Kelley Rink. The
UNH
2
Eagles (1-2-0, 12-0 WHEA), coming off a close 4-3 loss to
the Wildcats (3-2-0, 1-2-0) on Saturday,
saw at least one score from each line in
yesterday?s victory, including a two-goal
effort from freshman HaleySkarupa.The
two scores were Skarupa?s first goals of
her career.
The Eagles flew out of the gate in the
first period. The first line of Emily Field,
Alex Carpenter, and Skarupa gave the
Wildcats? defense a hard time by creating

severalbreakaway opportunities.Despite
these chances, the first score of the game
came off the stick of sophomore Kate

Breaking down the Head of the Charles

Leary for her first goal of the season. At
the 16-minute mark, sophomore goaltender Moe Bradley was facing tough
traffic in front of the net. Leary was able
to force her stick through the crowd and
flip the puck over Bradley?s glove side
to put the Eagles up 1-0. The rest of the

period saw some back-and-forth scoring opportunities, but BC goaltender

Boyles and Bradley were able
make the necessary stops and keep it
a one-goal game.
The second period saw much of the
same, as the Eagles outshot the Wildcats
eight to four. At the 11:26 mark, defenseman Jackie Young was sent to the box for
cross-checking, giving UNH the powerplay opportunity. Despite being shorthanded, Skarupa was able to give her
team the advantage. The freshman rushed
the net, and was found by Carpenter, who
Corinne
to

See Women?s Hockey, B2

Quote of the Week........................82
Carolina,
The ins and outs of the annual regatta on the Charles
trip to
River, which tookplace thisweekend......................85
Football Wrap Up.......................84
Eagles dropped two tough matchups B2
ISSUE
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BC swept by North Carolina squads
BY EMILY MALCYNSKY
For The Heights

the set with a score of 25-17. The third

demonstratedfurther improvement
on BC?s part, and the Eagles brought
the score as close as 23-18. Following
a timeout called by NC State, however,
BC gave up the last two points to end the
game with a score of 25-18.
Last week?s ACC Player of the Week
Alesha Wilson of the Wolfpack held the
match-high with 11kills to go along with
set

The Boston College volleyball team
headed down to North Carolina this
past weekend to face the North Carolina State University Wolfpack and the
University of North Carolina Tar Heels.
Despite putting up a strong fight on
both fronts, the Eagles headed home
with two losses.

?Not our best weekend,? said head
coach Chris Campbell. ?Both of these
top-level teams. We were
going to have to play really well to be
competitive in these, and unfortunately
teams are

both nights we weren?t able to play how
we wanted to play.?
The Eagles tookon the Wolfpack (193, 9-2 ACC) in Raleigh, N.C. on Friday
night. Heading into this weekend, NC
State had not lost an ACC match on its
home court this season, and Friday?s
match was playedout in front of a crowd
of 896 fans.
The first set establishedthe tone for
the rest of the match, with BC losing
25-13. The Wolfpack led the set the
entire time, though the Eagles did put
up a strong offensive attack, bringing
the score up to 20-12 before NC State
get a five-point run to end

managed to
the set.

BC improved in the second set, keeping point for point until the Wolfpack executed a 7-0 scoring run. The Eagles lost

four blocks. Her teammate Megan Cyr
had the match-high of 33 assists.
For the Eagles, sophomore Courtney Castle had eight digs and six kills.
Captains Kellie Barnum and Krystle
Higgins alsohad strong games. Barnum,
a sophomore, contributed 13 assists.

Higgins added five kills and four block
assists to the Eagles? effort against the
Wolfpack.
Campbell considered Higgins? performance this weekend exemplary, despite

the losses.
?Krystle pushed pretty hard,? Campbell said.?She beat it, she got after it?an
example we ask of her as a senior, and
she delivered.?
Saturday night the Eagles faced the
Tar Heels on their home court in Chapel
Hill hoping for an upset against a team
they have never beaten in the past.
The first set was promising for
BC?at one point the Eagles were tied
with the Tar Heels at 7-7. NorthCarolina
then pulled off a 12-5 run before Campbell used his second timeout. The Eagles

gained five more points before the Tar
Heels claimed the six points needed to
close out the set.
In the second set, UNC overtook BC
by a score of 25-10. Despite the Eagles?
failure to take the lead in this set, Barnum had seven assists and Castle contributedthree digs and two kills.
UNC closed out the match with a
25-17 victory over BC in the last set.
The Eagles took hold of a brief lead early
in the set, leading the Tar Heels 11-10.
UNC then managed a 6-0 run to take
the lead. BC put up a consistent fight,
with Barnum adding another six assists
andfreshman Franny Hock tallying four

digs and an ace.
With this weekend?s disappointingresults, Campbellacknowledgedwherethe
Eagles have to go from here to improve
their record in the rest of the season.
?Every time you lose, there are examples of areas you can improve and
get better,? he said. ?Our ID as a team
is our ball control, both defensivelyand
serving the ball.?
Looking ahead to upcoming games
against Clemson and Georgia Tech, the

Eagles hope to improve their current
record of 10-13 overall and 4-7 within
the ACC.
?We?re going to have to show up
with everyone ready to go,? Campbell

said. ?We?re not a goodenough team to
show up at 50-70 percent [getting] our
foundation back is first priority.? n
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Courtney Castleand the Eagles couldn?t string togetherenoughplays to pull eitherroad upset.

Top Big East teams best BC
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Asst. Sports Editor
Before the Big East?s top two teams,
No. 3 Syracuse and No. 4 UConn, face
off for the conference?s regular season
title next Saturday, the No. 16 Boston
College field hockey team got a shot to
score upsets against both squads, but
came up short each time. The Eagles
fell to the Huskies 5-1 Thursday night at
home and were defeated by the Orange
4-2 yesterday afternoon in Syracuse.
The offensive struggles that began
against UConn carried over into BC?s
matchup with Syracuse. Freshman Gil-
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Freshman forward HaleySkarupa was the top scorer for the Eagles yesterday with her first two collegiategoals against New Hampshire.

Skarupa leads the way for Eagles past UNH
Women?s Hockey, from
fed her a perfect pass. Skarupa hit theback
of the net to put BC up 2-0.
Heading into the third period, BC
looked to contain the Wildcats and preserve its lead, but UNH put instant pressure on its opponent. Only 39 seconds into

the final frame, Kristine Horn flew toward
Boyles to cut
the Eagles? lead in half. Kristina Lavoie
assisted on the goal.
The Eagles retook their two-goal
advantageat the midpoint of the period
when Ashley Motherwell shelved a shot
in front of the net. On a power play, BC
was overwhelmingUNH goaltenderVilma
Vaattovaara with heavy traffic in front of
the goal, and Motherwellfound space to
get off the shot.
BC increased its lead less than two
minutes laterwhen Kristina Brown found
open space in the left circle, and launched
a shot to increase her team?s lead to 4-1.
The Wildcats would not go down quietly,
however, as forward Jessica Hitchcock
scored a power-play goal with less than
net, and ripped a shot past

Carlson and Alexis Crossley scored
goal of the game.
The Eagles got goals from all four goals just a minute apart. The Eagles
of their lines, and outshot the Wildcats were unable to overcome the quick loss
27-20. Head coach Katie King Crowley of momentum, and lost the one-goal
was impressed with her team?s full-team
decision.
effort.
Crowley was proud of thewayher team
?That?s actually something that after handled the tough Saturday loss, and re[Saturday?s] loss we had talked about,? she mained poised in its Sunday victory.
said. ?We need to make sure that we?re
?We have a fairly young team, and I
using everyone on the ice. Whatever line thought they did a great job coming off
it is out there, we need to use everybody a tough loss yesterday,? she said. ?They
and make it a team game,rather than an really changed their mentality, and came
individual game. We did a much better out strong today.?
job of that today.?
Yesterday, just as in the previous game,
On Saturday, the Eagles were on the the Eagles saw UNH put forth a strong
other end of the scoreboard against the offensive effort in the final frame?howWildcats, losing a close 4-3 matchup in ever, in the Sunday matchup, they were
Durham, N.H. UNH took the 1-0 lead at
the 11:11 mark of the first period, however
freshman Dana Trivigno scored her first
career goal to tie it up two minutes later.
The Eagles outplayed their opponent in

the second period, outshooting the host
tookthe leadwhen Meghan
Grieves scored her first goal as an Eagle,
and pulled ahead by two when Trivigno
talliedher second score of the game.
team 17-7.BC

five minutes left in the period. Lavoie was
creditedwith her second assist of the day.

The Wildcats started their comeback
when Horn scored at the 13:10 mark to
makethe score 3-2. Despite a 25-18 shot

The Eagles sealed their victory with an
empty-net score from Skarupa, her second

advantagethrough the first two periods,
UNH owned the final frame when Sara

SHORT
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SPORTS

ACC Field Hockey Standings
Conference

Overall

North Carolina

5-0

16-1

Virginia

3-2

14-3

Maryland

3-2

12-4

Boston College

1-3

9-8

Wake Forest

1-3

8-9

Duke

0-4

7-9

Team

lian Pinder led the way for Syracuse
yesterday, notching two goals and two
assists for the Orange. Just two and a half
minutes into the match, Pinder opened
up the scoring with a reverse-stick shot.
Pinder then scored an assist 20 minutes
later to raise the Orange lead to two
before notching yet another assist early
in the second half, extending the lead
even further.

The Eaglesbegan a small comeback in
the 40th minute when freshmanforward
Kelcie Hromisin netted a rebound goal
off a penalty shot, and then six minutes

later fellow freshman forward Jordyn
Hamilton scored to bring the Eagles
within one goal.
Only seven minutes later, Pinder
endedBC?s comeback hopes with a goal
off a penalty corner. The Eagles pulled
freshman goalkeeperLeah Settipane for

the final 10 minutes, but it didn?t create
any successful scoring opportunities.
On Thursday night, an extremely
talented UConn squad, one of the best
in the country, proved to be too much
for the Eagles to handle both on the offensive and defensive end.
?My first thought was that UConn is
very talented,? head coach AinsleeLamb
told BC Athletics. ?It is a top-four pro-

gram and they demonstrated that they
deserve to be in that top tier tonight.
I felt that we had an apprehensive first
half, but I was pleased that our players
listened and implemented the game
plan in the second half. More importantly than tactics, their energy, pride
and character were tremendous in the

second half.?
The Huskies talliedthree goals in the
first half, including one with just nine
seconds left before halftime, while the
Eagles didn?t get a shot off during the
first period of play. Five minutes into the
second half, junior Chapin Duke brought
in her sixth goal of the season, but the
scoring couldn?t continue for the Eagles,
who eventually lost by four goals.
BC has a chance to improve its seed
heading into the ACC Tournament this
Friday with a home game against Wake
Forest. The Eagles are currently tied with
the Demon Deacons for fourth place in
the ACC with 1-3 conference records.
The winner will likely secure the fourth
seed in the tournament, which begins
on Nov. 1. n

able to maintain their composure for the
whole game.
?We just have to try to stick to basics
in that case, and I think that we still tried
to do a littletoo muchwhen justgetting to
the right spot and getting it deep,and putting the pressure back on themis enough,?
Crowley said. ?That?s all I talked to them
about. They?ll learn from those situations,
and turn it around, and put that pressure
back on them when they face that pressure. I thought we started to do that, but
when we get into penalties it gets tough.
But I thought our kids did a pretty good

job ofkilling themoff at the end.?

n
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Syracuse and UConn, two of thenation?s top four teams, provedto be too much for the Eagles.

Numbers to Know

407
First-half yards by the Georgia Tech
offense against the Boston College
football defense on Saturday.

1
Goals scored by each line the women?s
hockey team?s 5-2 win over UNH
yesterday.

5
Career shutouts by

/

men?s hockey

goalie Parker Milner after blanking
Northeastern on Saturday night.

Quote of the Week

?We?re really
not that far away,
but we?re miles

away.?
Frank Spaziani on
Saturday loss to
Georgia Tech

s
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After banner ceremony,
BC starts with a bang
Banner Night, from B1

?It?s still early in the season?heck,
haven?t even got into a rhythm yet
of practicing and playing,? York said. ?I
thought we moved pucks better and made
smarter plays.?
The 2012-2013 BC hockey squad may
not be a finished product yet, but as the
2011-2012 chapter was finallyclosed out
with the raising of the National Championship banner, this team?s chapter in
the annals of Boston College history has
just begun.
?I think the banner was the end of last
year?s championship,? Gaudreau said. ?It?s
in the backof our minds. We want to win
another one, but we have to let that go.
We can?t be thinking about last year and
what we did last year. It?s a completely
new season, and I think the captains have
put that into our team so far to make sure
that we know last season is over and the
new season has begun. We want to win
another one.? n
we

Eagles up 2-0.
?It was a great block shot by Pat Mullane,? Gaudreausaid.?The [Northeastern]
defenseman made a nice shot. Pat Mullane blocked it. I saw [the puck] right
on his stick, so I broke through both
defensemen. It was a wide-open clear,
and he made a nice pass up through the
middle. I had a break away and just put it
five hole. I thought it?d be open because

[Northeastern goalieChris Rawlings is]
a pretty

big goalie.?

At this point in the contest, the Eagles
had scored twice on four shots on goal.

After most of a scrappy, penalty-ridden second period, the Eagles pounced
during a five-on-three power play. Assistant captain Steven Whitney, who
movedfrom forward to running thepoint
on power plays, one-timed a pass from
Gaudreau past the keeper.

grahaM Beck
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(Clockwise from top left): Parker Milnershut out Northeasternon Saturday, as Jerry Yorkwatched his team get a big win thanks to seniors like

editOr

Eagles finding their identity on the fly
BY FRANK NEMIA
For The Heights

Saturday night at Conte Forum was
truly one to remember. In front of a
capacity crowd of 7,884 and some former Eagles, including Len Ceglarski,
Nathan Gerbe, and Brooks Orpik, the
2012 National Championship banner
ascended to the rafters of Kelley Rink.
After all the fanfare, Boston College gave
a dominating performance that led to a
3-0 victory.

After a disappointingloss to start the
last week, Friday night?s game at
UMass had signs of the Eagles stuck in
a championship hangover. Instead, led
by senior captains Pat Mullane, Steven
Whitney, and sophomore linemate
Johnny Gaudreau,the Eagles went on an
offensive tear that deliveredBC a thrilling
season

5-4 OT victory.
Their late-game heroics may have

been the start to yet another special season. After losing so much talentfrom the
2011-2012 team, a slow start to the year
could be perceived as understandable.
This year?s squad, however, is showing
that it has the experience, and more importantly the leadership, to continue its
successful ways.
After the game Saturday, Gaudreau
addressed the team?s slow start. After

grahaM Beck
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Hayes (above) contributed to the scoring Saturday, while Wey (below)anchored the defense.

falling behind to the UMass Minutemen
3-0 Friday night, Gaudreau explained,
?The first two periods we were (playing)
a little shaky, but our captains talked to
us, and ever since then we?ve been playing
much better.?
Starting with the play of Mullane?s

line, the Eagles were able to produce
offensively in both their games this
weekendfor two conference victories. In
addition, senior goaltenderParker Milner
had an excellent performance between
the pipes against Northeastern and allowed his younger defenders, like Teddy

Doherty, to begin developing.
What was most prevalent was the
attitude this team is showing so early in
the season. In pursuit of anotherwinning
season, this team certainly has the right
attitudeand a collectionof senior leaders
that are willing to do what is necessary
to win games.
After speaking with senior Brooks Dyroff, it seems the entire team understands
the ultimate mission of their season. The
team has also adapted to their new roster and has found away to exploit their
strengths.
The year?s captains have not simply led
the team vocally.In Friday and Saturday?s
game, Mullane and Whitney combined
for six points and three goals. Although
neither is currently a highly-touted NHL
prospect, they have an in-depth understanding of the culture associated with
BC hockey. They are also willing to work
hard to do the little things properly.
At 10:06 in the second period, Gaudreau scored a beautiful five-hole goal
off a breakaway. What was almost as
impressive as Gaudreau?s ability to finish the chance was the hard work put in
by Mullane to create the opportunity.
Mullane blocked a Northeastern shot
and subsequently led Gaudreau with a
beautiful lead pass. The willingness to
hustle and create chances is possibly

than actually scoring
goals.
In additionto the offensivedominance
by the Eagles Saturday, Milner carried
BC?s defense with 26 saves in his first
shutout of the season. Milner?s strong
play in the net has allowedfor many of
the team?s young defenders to begin to
mature. Milner singled out one in particular?Teddy Doherty.
?[Doherty] made a huge improvement,? Milner said of the freshman, who
played in just his third collegiate game
Saturday night.
After three games, it is clear that the
Eagles have not regressed from their
championship formof 2012. The makeup
of the team is noticeably different after
losing a majority of their starters. This
year?s team doesn?t have a ChrisKreider
that can burn past defenders with ease.
The defense is also filled with many unproven rookies. Yet none of these facts
matter when determininghow successful
BC will be this year.
In just three games, the Eagles have
done an excellent jobunderstanding how
to best exploit their strengths as a team.
?This team is really finding our
identity,? Dyroff said. ?We aren?t the
same team from last year, but we are
committed to upholding the culture
more important

and work ethic that is associated with
BC hockey.?
A come-from-behind victory Friday
and a dominating win Saturday created
a great weekend for the Eagles. With the
leadership of the team in place, thefuture
is bright for BC hockey just three games
into the 2012-2013 season. n

Gaudreau completes huge comeback
hang in there.?

BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights

Staff

For one night at least, 20 minutes
of Boston College hockey proved to be
enough.
For two full periods, the No. 3 Eagles
were dominated by UMass. The Minutemen put up three goals in the two
opening frames and had what looked to
be a comfortable lead on their home ice,
heading into the third. Yet, BC managed
to play its best period of the young season
and outscored UMass 4-1 in the third
to force overtime. Then, with just over
a minute remaining, Johnny Gaudreau

knocked a loose puck out of midair and
into the net to give the Eagles their first
win of the year at 5-4.
It was a strange game and a difficult
one to win, said head coach Jerry York,
but one that goes a long way in building

character.
?It was a game of almost two halves,
I thought,? York said. ?UMass certainly
had the betterfirst half of the game.They
made some really good plays, they were
on the puck, and they had that 3-0 lead.
I thought we started to get back into the
gameand had an excellent third period.
We knew it wouldbe a difficult game, but

The Minutemen jumpedout to a lead
early when Rocco Carzo scored just
nine minutes into the game. The Eagles

lookedflatfrom the start and were unable
to even the score going into the break.
Conor Allen doubledthe lead for UMass
at the start of the second period, and
Carzo scored his second of the night with
seven minutes left in the frame to make
it a three-goal lead. UMass goalie Steve
Mastalerz stopped every shot he faced in
the first 40 minutes and appeared to have

his team in line for an easy victory over
a heavy favorite.
Down by three goals entering the third
period, the Eagles started looking likethe
team that won 19 consecutive games to
end last season. Bill Arnold opened the
scoring just a minute into the period and
Destry Straight cut the deficit to one just
seven minutes later.

The Minutemen regained a two-goal
lead just a minute later, but senior captain Pat Mullane scored two goals just 50
seconds apart with under four minutes to
play to force overtime.
The Eagles dominated the overtime

period and had multiple chances to end
it, but it wasn?t until Gaudreau knocked

it showed a lot of resolve from us and I

home hisfirst goalof the season that they
were able to end the game. The goal was

feel good about

reviewed when it appeared that Gaudreau

our team

character to

may have gotten the puck with a high
stick, but the replay showed that it was
actually well under the crossbar when he
made contact. As York noted, the third
period and overtime were the perfect
examples of BC hockey.
?We felt like we started to play BC
hockey,? York said. ?We were more
thorough. We started skating betterand
just playing with more purpose. This
is a different team from last year, but
we still have high expectations. We?re
certainly not where we want to be, but
it takes time to get there. We need to
evolve, and this type of comeback will
fuel that.?
The win moved BC to 1-1in the young
season and saw Mullanerecord his 100 th
career point when he assisted on the
overtime winner. ParkerMilnermade 20
saves for the Eagles, who outshot UMass
42-24. BC also held a 21-6 shot advantage in the third period and overtime,
showing how much it dominated those

frames.
York was impressed by the fight that
his team showed late in the game, and
emphasized how important that will be
as the season continues.
?On the road, early in the season,
coming off a loss weekend,it shows pretty
grahaM Beck / heights editOr
goodresolve,? York said. ?And I like that.
You don?t go far without it.? n
On Friday night at UMass, Johnny Gaudreau scored the game-winnerin OT, as BC erased a big deficit.
two
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QUOTE OFTHE GAME

KEY STATS
Time of possession for

43:37 Georgia Tech
Total yards let up by the
563 defense
Number of third down
13-1 conversions,

BC

I?m starting to sound like a broken record, I feel like, because it?s something that?s been continuing on, is the big plays that?s been hurting us.

GT to BC

Nick Clancy
Senior linebacker

KEY PERFORMERS

GAME-CHANGING PLAY

CHASE

-

After BC went three-and-out midway
through the second quarter, Georgia Tech
got the ball and only needed one play?
45-yard pass from Vad Lee to Anthony
Autryfor a touchdown, whichput theYellow

RETTIG

a

Jackets up 28-3.

IT WAS OVER WHEN...
David gOldMan / ap phOtO

david gOldMan / ap phOtO

Rettig (11) finished with 264 passingyards and two touchdowns, but itwasn?t enough. Tevin Washington (13) threwfor 83 yards while running for 82 yards and two TDs.

AmeerRichardson ran into the punter and gave
Georgia Tech a fresh set of downsin the fourth
quarter. Instead of BC getting the ball down by
14, the Yellow Jakcets went on to score again.

Yellow Jackets sting Eagles Untimely mistake deflatesBC in fourth quarter
Football, from B1
the first. On each of those conversions, it
looked as though the defense had finally
figured out how to stop Georgia Tech?s
offense before it got tricked again and
again on third down.
?I?ll have to look at the tape and see
what happened, but there were no breakdowns. We just didn?t make any plays,?
Spaziani said. ?It?s inexcusable. You have
to be better than that.?
Linebacker Nick Clancy was in the
middle of the defense during its thirddown struggles, and voiced his frustration after the game.
?I think the biggest problem on defense was the fact that we couldn?t get off
the field on third down,? Clancy said. ?I
thought our D-Line played well at times,
and we did come up big on some seconddownstops, and then on third downwe?d
give them a big play.
?I?m starting to sound like a broken
record, I feel like, because it?s something
that?s been continuing on, is the big plays
that?s been hurting us.?
Meanwhile, the offense was not much
more effective in the first half. The Eagles
only mustered a totalof 123 yards in the
first half, including a net rushing totalof
seven yards, and had just three points to
show for it going into the locker room.
?Early on, on both ends?on my side
and defense?it just wasn?t clickingright
away,? Rettig said.
What was it that Georgia Tech was
doing to stunt the BC offense that had oft
been explosive early on in the season?
?Nothing special, nothing we weren?t
expecting,? said wideoutAlex Amidon. ?It
was more just a slow start. We couldn?t
get the running game going, we couldn?t
get the passing gamegoing. I don?t think
it helped that we only had 10 minutes of
possession in the first half.?
The Eagles got the ball to start the
second half, but turned it over right away
when Andre Williams fumbled the ball
on the first play from scrimmage. The
Yellow Jackets turned that fumble into
three points, making it 31-3.
With three minutes left in the quarter,
the BC offense finally found its stride on
a five-play, 76-yard drive that spanned
just one minute and 33 seconds. Rettig
started off with two straight bullets to
Bobby Swigert, and three plays later he

connected on a 40-yard strike to Amidon for the Eagles? first touchdown of
the game.
BC kept that momentum on its side,

BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Asst. SportsEditor

as the defense forced a Georgia Tech
three-and-out on the next series, even
with the second-string defensiveline on

saw the possibilitiesrunning through his head.
?I think if we would?ve gotten theball there
We had a lot of momentum and we were
moving the ballwell on offense?? Rettig began

the field.
When Rettig got the ball back, he
orchestrated another beautiful drive,
utilizing passes to Swigert and Amidon
before lighting up the scoreboard on a 12yard touchdown pass to tight end Chris
Pantale. The Eagles converted a successful two-point conversion on a Rettig pass
to Johnathan Coleman, which made it a
14-point gamewith less than 10 minutes
remaining in the game.
For the first time all day, it looked as
though BC was in control of the game,

and the Yellow Jackets had their backs
against the wall. That continued in the
next series, when the Eagles stopped
GeorgiaTech and forced a punt on fourth
and 15 from the 34-yard line.
Seconds after the Yellow Jackets?
punter had kicked the ball away, BC?s
AmeerRichardson tackled him, and was
calledfor roughing thekicker, which gave
Georgia Tech a fresh set of downs. It

took advantageofRichardson?s untimely
mistake, embarking on a nine-play, 51yard drive resulting in a touchdown, as
the drive continued to drain the clock
and all but killed any chance of a BC
comeback.
?I think if we had gotten the ball there,
we

had a lot of momentum, and we were

moving the ball well on offense,? Rettig

said.
Spaziani called the roughing the

kicker penalty ?inexcusable,? but noted
that the Eagles had other mistakes earlier
in the game that cost them as well.
With their record now standing at 1-6,
the Eagles enter another week looking for
an answer, and ultimately, a win. As each
of the lastfive gameshas mounted in the
loss column for BC, the frustration has
continued to grow. The only question left
is where to go from here and how to get
the season back on track.
?That?s a good question,? Spaziani
said. ?As the sand goes out of the hour
glass there?s some games left, and I
think we?ve been competitive in certain
?

situations.

?We?re not that far, we?re really not
that far away, but we?re miles away.? n

ATLANTA

Quarterback Chase Rettig

?

On the next Yellow Jacket drive, with all of
the momentum going BC?s way, a false start
penalty set Georgia Tech back too far, forcing
another fourth down punt. But just like it?s
happenedall season, an untimely mistake took

fourth- down penaltycould not have come at a

thewheels off.

somethinglike thathappensitkind of takesthe
wind out of your sails.?
The defense had trouble getting the Yellow Jacket triple option off the field all game.
Georgia Techconverted thirddownafterthird
down, including one third-and-26. When the
Eagles finally got the stop they needed,disaster
struck.
Despite the deflating play, theBC defensive
playersrefused to pass blame.
?For that to happen, it definitelyhurt a little
bit, but at the same time the defensekind of
likes that,? Clancysaid. ?We don?t mind having
thepressure onus. When push comes to shove,
we?re ready for the challenge.?
The BC defensedidnotanswer the challenge
on Saturday,but the squad didits best torally, at
least in spirit, following the flag.
?It?s tough, but we just said, ?Shoot, let?s get
back out thereand keep chipping awayand keep
working,?? said linebacker SteeleDivitto. ?There?s
a lotoffightin this team, andthere?s a lotoffight
in these guys.? n

Freshman defensiveback AmeerRichardson
got a good jump off the line of scrimmage and
had a cleanlook at thepunter. As theballleftthe
punter?s legs, Richardsoncontinuedhis motion
and knocked him over, resulting in a personal
foul and a Georgia Tech first down. BC never
had a chanceafterthat.
?We looked like we were getting some

before trailingoff whenreferencingthe turning
point in Boston College?s loss to Georgia Tech
on Saturday.
All it takes is one mental lapse to ruin a
comeback.
Down by 14 early in the fourth quarter, it
looked like the Eagles had a chance to make up momentum there,? head coach Frank Spaziani
for their awful start and rally. The Yellow Jackets said. ?It?s a similar scenario that?s happenedin a
startedthe secondhalf as if a much-needed W couple of gameswherewe diga hole and then
had alreadybeen written nextto their name,but workourselves outof a bit?and thenrough the
Rettig and BC hadother ideas.
kicker.It?s inexcusable.?
The comebackstartedwith a 40-yard bomb
Richardson alone isn?t responsible for
on a deep post from Rettig to junior wide rethe loss, but the play was a microcosm of the
ceiver Alex Amidonfor a touchdownand was Eagles? inability to make the right play when
followed by another drive ending in a touchnecessary.
downreception for tight endChrisPantale.The
?We made too many mistakes in certain
defense,which was torched for over4ooyardsin situations and not enoughplays to get it done,?
the first half, forced a long field goal and then a Spaziani said.
punt from the Georgia Tech offense.The triple
Both the offense and the defense missed
option was stunted, at least for now.
opportunities earlier in the game, but that

worse time for BC.
?That one hurt,? senior linebacker Nick
Clancy said. ?Like I was saying about third
down conversions, it?s one of those things when

Spaziani not cutting it, but not for lack of heart
Spaziani, from B1
emotions of another lossblinded at least
me of seeing any chance of him returning

the sideline next Saturday.
And then Spaziani took his place
behind thepodium. He began talking,
though you could barely hear him. He
sounded somber, his words softly spoken,
as he tried to put into wordsanother loss
that was filled with the same problems
that his team has encounteredall year. At
first, it sounded like any other of Spaziani?s
press conferences.He talkedabout a lack of
execution, seeing some positives but more
mistakes that his team couldn?t overcome,
andhis guys fighting hardbut not being
to

able to get it done in the end. Same old,
same old.
After asking Spaziani about the loss,
getting his thoughts on theproblems

with the defense andwhat went wrong on
specific plays, there was only one question
left to ask Spaziani: Where do you go from
here? With five games left in a lost season,
how can you turn things around? Can you?

Spaziani depicted the season as sand
going out of an hourglass,a spot-on anal-

ogy of a season slipping out of his grasp.
Then, he finally let his emotions get to him.
?We?re not that far,? said an exasperated
Spaziani, closing hiseyesand clutching
onto thepodium, as if it wouldmake all of
BC?s problems go away. ?We?re really not
that far away.?
He paused, then delivered a final blow:
?? But we?re miles away.?
What Spaziani said doesn?t reallymake
sense on paper, but it made complete
sense in that moment. He had just deliv-

ered all of his typicallines, and then he
tried to sum up how to get past another
loss. There was nothing left to say?no
more excuses to be made. The ?miles

away?

comment came from pure emo-

tion?something Spaziani doesn?t show
a lot of. And it summed up perfectly how
this season has gonefor BC.
I don?t think Spaziani will be the head
coach in Chestnut Hill next September,
and I?m not saying he should be. The Eagles
have failed to makethe adjustments neces-

sary to pick up a W in the past five games,
and that starts at the top. Spaziani has been

unableto turn the landslideof a football
program around, and that willlikely cost him
his job in the coming months.
But it?s not for a lack of caring. Spaziani

doesn?t show much outward passion and
emotion, whether it be to the media, the
fans, or maybe even to his players. I think
that?s just whohe is. Yet in thatbrief moment
duringhis press conference on Saturday, he
let his guard slip for just a littleand showed
some of whathe was reallyfeeling inside.
The sand that?s going out of the hourglass

is falling quickly. That hourglass Spaziani
spoke of is the season, but it?s also his time
left on the Heights. With each passing loss,
the sand falls faster. Soon, his time will be
up. Spaziani will be out there on the field
each day until Bates tells him his time has
come. But until then, don?t expect him to
stop caring.

Greg Joyce is the Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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Women?s soccer upsets Seminoles
BY CONNOR MELLAS
For The Heights

and created an exhilarating atmosphere
that was amplified by the large crowd
gatheredfor the spectacle.
BC had a few excellent chances early
on, and McCaffrey was unlucky not to
score in the 16th minute, when her curling shot was tipped aside by thefingertips
of FSU?s fully-extended keeper, Kelsey

once impenetrable Seminole defense appeared all too human.
A less experienced team would have

retreated at a time like this, and would?ve
instead tried to weather the offensive
storm. Not BC. Maintaining high pressure, BC continued to play its game,and
in the 79th minute Mewis once again did
what she?s already done 12 times this
Wys.
Ultimately, it was Florida State who season. Sprinting down the middleof the
scoredfirst, capitalizingon a corner in the field and shaking off defenders, the cap36th minute. Despite going a goal downto tain cut left, found space, and rocketed a
the No. 1 team in the nation, BC showed shot just underneath the crossbar, giving
no signs of discouragement. Rather, it
BC a two-goal lead.
As it turned out, BC would need this
instantly appearedmore determinedthan
ever. Four minutes later, senior Victoria
cushion. A miscommunication in the
DiMartino?s low cross found McCaffrey 82nd minute resulted in an intercepted
in the box. With pressure on her, McCafto
sent
a
mesback-pass and a goal for FSU, all part of
clear
prior Thursday, and
frey laid the ball back to McCarthy, who a nervy final eight minutes. Despite the
sage that the Eagles are back in action.
?I think that this was well-deserved,? launched a laserstrike into the bottomleft error, the Eagles were ableto silence their
said head coach Alison Foley.?I think our corner of the net, shattering FSU?s 934- nerves and hang on. With the exceptionof
minute streak of shutout soccer. With
that mentaltrip-up, the BC defenseclosed
kids needed it. I think they?ve been batthat defiant goal, BC entered half-time out the game in the same manner it had
tling, and they?ve never given up.?
played all day?composed and efficient.
After dropping four of its last five level with the Seminoles.
The second half brought near misses
Beating FSU was a much-needed and
games, a loss of form that correlatedwith
BC?s nosedive in the NCAA rankings, and heart-pounding scares for both deserved win for BC, andthe first time the
Foley elaborated on the meaning of her teams, and in the 67th minute, it deliv- Eagles have ever beaten the Seminoles.
ered the go-ahead goal for BC. Tearing More importantly, thisgame was a definiteam?s victory.
?It?s not like us to lose, you know, as down the field, Mewis became entangled tive statement by BC?proof that it is the
with two defenders at the Florida State real deal. From the very beginning,Foley
many games as we have this year,? she
18-yard line, yet managed to hold the and her team haveknown just how good
said. ?But we were determined not to
they are, and thanks to this win, so will
put our heads down, and keep moving ball long enough to find DiMartino for
support. Darting to the left corner of the the rest of the country.
forward and keep battling.?
?Internally, we?ve thought we?ve been
After two weeksof the aforementioned box, DiMartino skillfully found an inch
struggles, BC could not have picked a of space and fired a deadlyball across the playing really well,? Foley said. ?We just
better time to return to top form because box. With her uncanny ability to find the kept on saying, ?Hey, a little bit of luck
from start to finish, this game was a battle. right place at the right time, McCaffrey and results will come our way.??
From minute one, the Eagles and the connected with DiMartino?s ball, putting
After Thursday night?s result, it looks
Seminoles traded blows back and forth the Eagles up by one. All of a sudden, the like Lady Luck is back in Newton. n
In a marquee matchup under the
Thursday night lights, No. 24 Boston College hosted and upset No. 1Florida State,
ending the run of Division I women?s
soccer?s last undefeated team. A perfect
14-0 before meeting the Eagles, the Seminoles fell 3-2 to BC?a result of brilliantly
executedclinical soccer, unflinching team
effort, and goals from midfielder Kate
McCarthy, striker Stephanie McCaffrey,
and captain Kristie Mewis.
By dropping three fantastic goals on
the Seminoles, BC scored the same number of goals FSU had allowed all season

grahaMBeck

Eagles tie in double OT
Women?s Soccer, from B1

tired. To counteract this, Foley substituted many different players in and out

on them since September 17,? Foleysaid.
?It?s a lot to emotionally get yourself
back up, and it?s a lot physically to get

to get fresh legs on the field. Throughout
the second half, both teams continued to

got a little spread out from top to bottom. I just don?t think we had it in us

play such a big field today, but there
was certainly some fatigue there today,
to

Senior Kristie Mewis shows signs ofshock and jubilationafter she helped lead her team?s upset over the top-ranked Florida State Seminoles.
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Alexa Gaul hadher third shutout of the seasonin yesterday?s doubleovertime tie againstMiami.

yourself back up.?
Both teams started off with a slow
first half, with almost no shots on goal
for either team. Going into the second
half, it was clear that Foley would make
some changes to play more aggressively.
?We talked about being so compact
to one side,? Foley said. ?We needed to
change the point of attack, even if we
changed it through the centerbacks.
We wanted to be able to move the ball
around,and I thought we did that a little
bit [in the second half] which created a
little more opportunities, but I think we

grahaMBeck / heights editOr

/

physically and mentally.?
The changes made in thesecond half
caused the midfielders to run back and
forth a little more, making them more

struggle with shots on goal, and resulting
in a double overtime game. After two
periods of overtime and few shots on
target, the game ended with a 0-0 tie.
As the ACC tournament draws near,
the talk in the locker room has focused
around everyone?s expectations and visions for the end of the season. Going
into the final regular season game, the
Eagles are ranked at No. 24 and have
their eyes set on a good seed for the
tournament.

?We talk about controlling our own
destiny,? Foley said. ?We have a feeling
that when playing at our best, we can
play and beat anybody. Early on we
played Stanford, when they were number one, and tied them [at Stanford],
which was the first time anyone got a
point off of them in a long time. We beat
Florida State here, who is number one
in the country. In terms in our ability to

play and beat teams,
anybody.? n

we can

play with

Head of the Charles a
great event for Boston
MARLY MORGUS
This weekend, more than 9,000
athletes from the rowing community
descended upon Boston to participate
in the world?s largest two day rowing
event: the Head of the Charles Regatta.
Since its inception in 1965, the regatta
has grown into a right of passage for
rowers everywhere,building prestige
that is only outmatched perhaps by

the Royal Henley Regatta, a famous
one-on-one tournament that sends
clubs racing down the Thames River in

London side by side.
When most people think of rowing, they think of the long eight-man
boats that have been glorified as the
backbone of crew programs by movies
such as The Social Network that hope
to give a glimpse into collegiaterowing culture. The Head of the Charles,
however, is the perfect place to
discover the world of rowing beyond

winding sliver of the Charles River
around 5,000 meters long, taking rowers alongside Cambridgeand Allston,
passing prestigious boathouses such
as Harvard?s Weld Boathouse and the
CambridgeBoat Club, which sponsors
the event.
Instead of racing side by side, each
boat is separated at the start by 15
seconds and races against the clock, allowing for tense moments when crews

challengedor overtaken.
Close to 300,000 volunteers and
spectators were expected to line the
edges of the Charles this weekend. A
walk along the banks takes you past
the young, cheering on siblings and
parents, and the old who have made
the pilgrimage to this rowing mecca to
are

attend the regatta for decades.
The best place from which to observe, however, is not from the banks,
but from one of the six bridges that
cross the course. From there, one has
the clearest view upriver as crews make
their way down.Particular spots of
interest come at the Eliot Bridge, just
next to the CambridgeBoat Club, and

simply the collegiateeight. Fifty-six
different events are scheduled, from
the notorious collegiateheavyweight
eight to the single, rowed by only one
athlete.There are lightweight boats,
heavyweight boats, sweep boats, sculling boats, fours, eights, quads, singles,
doubles, and mixed gender boats that
make up a highly diversified field ranging from high school competitors to
Masters (50-plus).
Boston College rowers found success this weekend, taking fifth in the
women?s club eight-plus coxswain, and
the women?s club four-plus. The men?s
club team took 17thoverall in its club
eight-plus race.
Aregular rowing race usually consists
of five to six boats lined up side by side
and making their way down a straight,
still 2,000-meter course. The Head of
the Charles, however, is the flagship of
another type of regatta: the headrace.
Usuallytaking place in the fallbefore
collegiate programs begin theirregular
competition in the spring, head races
usually take the name of the rivers that
they are held on, and provide quite the
contrast to the relatively short, straight

just after bends in the river.
The usually seamless, calm, though
exhausting-lookingstyle of rowing can
be interrupted at these bridges as they
present extreme steering challenges for
those in charge of the boat, a coxswain
in sweep (single oar) rowing, and the
?stroke? seat, which is the one furthest
to the stern of the boat in sculling
(double-oared rowing). Navigators
have to work to find the most efficient
line past bridge supports while maintaining their speed and avoiding eddies
or other traps that bridges provide.
The regatta is a grand spectacle
with most of the rowing world converging for more than just a race?it is
a place at which to make reunions with
old teammates, to check out the latest
rowing technology at the Rowing and
Fitness Expo, to socialize at the Cambridge Boat Club, and to witness the

courses in more conventional regattas.
The course of the Head of the
Charles, for example, consists of a

Marly Morgus is a guest columnist for
The Heights. She can bereached at
sports@bcheights.com.

the Anderson Bridge, both ofwhich lie

grace, fluidity, and harrowing moments
that the sport of rowing provides.
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Senior forward Stefan Carter would give the only offensive production in a very defensivematch against Duke with a second half score.

Strong defense pushes BC past Duke
BY MATTY PIERCE
For The Heights
The Boston College men?s soccer team
(8-4-3, 3-1-2 ACC) squared off on the road
against the Duke Blue Devils (5-7-1,2-4-1)
Fridaynight in a pivotal conference matchup.
Both teams were hungry for a win, with the
Eagles coming off a 1-0 home loss against
Brown, and the Blue Devils looking for vengeance against the team that has eliminated
them from the ACC tournament in the past
three seasons. With the BC defense able to
prevail against an aggressive Duke offensive
attack, a second-half goal by senior Stefan
Carter was all BC needed to head back to
campus victorious with a 1-0 win over Duke
in a very physical matchup.
In a first half in which the whistle was

blown frequently, the Blue Devils came out
aggressively on offense and put the Eagles?
defense to a test. While the defense proved
strong, BC got a great scoring opportunity
early on. Five minutes into the game, senior
Charlie Rugg was taken down just outside of
the 18-yardlineand the Eagles were awarded
a free kick. Freshman Jason Abbott struck a
forceful shot for BC off of the free kick, which
madeits way around theDuke wall, but goalkeeper James Belshaw was there to make a
diving save to his left and keep the Eagles off

of the board.
The Blue Devils had a few chances of their
own to get on the board early on. BC goalkeeper Justin Luthy made a gutsy save in the

14th minute of play, which prevented Duke
from getting on the board. Junior forward

Will Donovan tried to head in a cross for the
Blue Devils, which came from the left side of
the field, but Luthy fearlessly tracked down
the ball, collidedwith Donovan, and came up
with the save.
Another good scoring opportunity for
Duke came in the 17thminute of play, when
sophomore midfielderRiley Wolfecrossed the
ball from theright side of the field into the cen-

physical, things did get a littlechippy at times.
A yellow card was dealt to both BC?s Colin
Murphy in the 60th minute and Duke?s Rob
Dolot in the62nd minute of play.
With both teams battling, the Eagles were
able to break the tie in the 71st minute of
play when senior midfielderKyle Bekker sent
a through ball to the hustling senior Stefan

ter of the boxwhere a Blue Devil was waiting.
Fortunately for the BC, Duke was not able to

breakawayand find the back of the net to give
the Eagles the decisive 1-0 lead.
Desperatley,trying to avoid losingathome,
Duke continued to apply pressure, taking six
of thelast eight shots. Luthy was able to make
some big-performance plays as the second
half progressed. With 15 minutes remaining,
Duke?s Sean Davis was dished a pass insidethe
box, but Luthy was able to hustle and deflect

capitalize as theheader skied over the net.

With hard-fought play by the midfieldof both teams, not many other scoring
opportunities arose during the first half. A
scary moment occurredfor the Eagles in the
22nd minute of play when senior forward and
leadinggoal-scorer Charlie Rugg went down
just outside of the 18 yard-line after chasing
down a long pass. Rugg pulled his hamstring
and did not return for the rest of the match.
Freshman Dylan Pritchard replaced him for
theremainder of the first half.
With their leadingscorer sidelined,BC was
faced with a toughchallengeas it tookthe field
in the secondhalf. Both teams came out hard
in the second half, continuing the physicality
and tough midfield play from the first half.
The Blue Devils got a couple of goodscoring
opportunities early on in the second half. In
the 50th minute of play, a throw in by Duke
made its way into the Eagles? box. In pursuit
of the ball, Luthy got tangled up and fell to
the ground, leavingan open net forDuke. BC
junior defenderNick Corliss was able to clear
the ball before any damage was done.
In a game that seemed to be mutually
ers

Carter.Carter was able to control theball on a

Davis? shot and prevent it from going in. Perhaps Luthy?s most important savecame with
nine minutes remaining, whenfreshmanZach
Mathers took a free kick justinside midfield.

Junior Sebastien Ibeagha managed to get a
head on thefreekick insidethe boxand direct
it towards the net. Luthy was able to retreat
back in front of the net and tip the ball over the
crossbar, shutting down a very good scoring
opportunity for Duke.
With solid defensethroughout, gutsygoaltending,hard-nosed midfieldplay, and a timely
goal, the Eagles were able to leaveDurham
with a victory. BC ended the day with four
shots on goal and eight shots overall, whilethe
BlueDevilsrecordedfour shots on goal and 16
overall shots. Luthy was able to come up with
four saves for BC, whileBelshaw came up with
threefor Duke.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood

star.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.

The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

Launch your international
career through
Peace Corps service.
You're not Alone.

INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, October 24
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Gasson Hall, Room 306
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Peace Corps
www.peacecorps.gov

855.855.1961
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Baby Safe Haven

African & African Diaspora Studies Program presents
2012 "New Directions in African Diaspora Studies" Lecture Series

Birth Certificates, Fact Checkers, and the
Art of Negrospotting: A Look at Race,
Comedy, and Politics in the 2012 Election
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Baratunde Thurston
Trie Village Shoppes 95 Washington street Canton, Mft
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www.TheHiddenHotel.com

Thursday, 25 October 2012
Fulton Hall 511, 7:oopm
?s: 617-552-3238 or aads@bc.edu

A portion of the proceeds benefit Oops for Kids with Cancer
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Sociology Department
The Institute for the Liberal Arts
Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy
American Studies Program
Faith Peace and lustice Program

Office of AHANA Student Programs (OASP)
Women's & Gender Studies Program
Faculty, Staff and AdministratorsAssociation (BFSAA)
African Student Organization (ASO)
Black Student Forum (BSF)
Cape Verdean Student Association (CVSA)
Dedicated Intellectuals of the People (D.1.0.P.)
United Front (UF)
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BC?s faith-based groups offer students religious alternatives
BY PARISA OVIEDO
For The Heights

Yet, religious groups on campus aren?t
limited to those representing branches

speakers, a goal to ?reach out to the BC
community at large,? and an emphasis

of Christianity, but also includes those

on meditation,

At orientation, freshmen are strongly
encouraged to attend Mass. This Mass
ends up being a lot more Christianity-related than informational. After
attending, many students begin to question whether non-Christian religious
groups have a strong, if any, presence

representing other religions. Such

?anyone of any faith or no faith to come

include the Buddhism Club
and the Muslim Student Association
(MSA), organizations which represent
the religious beliefs of a slim number of
BC students.
Jonathan Makransky, presidentof the

discover who [they] are in [their] full
humanity.?
For the approximately2 percent of the
BC student population that is Muslim, or
the other 98 percent who may or may be
interested in learning more about Islam
or other faiths in general, the MSA offers many opportunities. After the MSA
faded out many years ago, after facing
challenges with dining hall times during Ramadan, current president Salman
Rangrez, CSOM ?l4 was asked to revive it
as a freshman. In a matter of three years,
Rangrez took a deadclub and created a
successful organization and a family. Every two to three weeks, generalmeetings
are held at 6p.m. for students and faculty
of any faith. These meetings include ?a
lot of scholarly debate among different

on campus.

The Student Involvement Fair in early
September erased any doubts in my mind
and assured me that Boston College was
host to an eclectic variety of religious
groups. Tables varied from the wellknown EpiscopalEagles to the St. Thomas More Society. Student-led religious
organizations extended beyond common
faiths and even branched off into sects
such as the Asian Baptist Student Koinonia (ABSK) and the Multi-Cultural
Christian Fellowship. All of these clubs
have unique factors to them?AßSK, for

example, offers ?the perfect combination
of spiritual and physical food,? according

website,offering homecooked meals for anyone who attends
Bible Study. Episcopal Eagles, on the
other hand, organizes annual pilgrimages, including day trips and retreats in
the Boston area.
to the official BC

Makransky encourages

me when he answered that, in addition
to those who are simply curious, ?a lot
of theology teachers come to observe.?

simply say hello or to
have a confidential conversation in order
to receive guidance or advice. Students
aren?t the only ones who benefit from
these conversations?Davidson pointed
out that through hearing students? stories, it often turns out that ?most times
the students make me feel like a better
person.? Davidson, in particular, works
directly with students through AHANA
and helps lead the Jamaican Mojice Summer Emergence Trip. He and other Jesuits try to be ?the link between students
and campus ministry.? They are also open
to meeting and conversing with students
of any faith, and can be met at free
lunches offered by St. Mary?s throughout
October (to sign up for a lunch, reserve
your spot by emailing Director Toryn
whether it is to

Other thandiscussionsand prayer, however, MSA also hosts successful dinners
that are open to the public in recognition
of Islamic holidays such as Eid (about
30 people typically attend). MSA also
hosts annual weekend retreats in which
?discussions about Islamic topics and
Buddhism Club at BC and A&S ?l4, said
religious aspects in general? are held.
the Buddhism Club is unique because it
Such retreats include approximately 25
people of various faiths??A thirdof the
is ?more experience-based.? Instead of
reviewing scripture, attendees ?spend
people that went last year weren?t even
Muslim,? Rangrez said.
a good part of the time meditating and
At the core of religious outusing practical mindfulness that can
be used in daily life.? Meetings, which
reach on campus are, of course, the
are held every Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Jesuits. The Jesuitsare, according to Rev.
the Interfaith Chapel, include a brief,
Michael Davidson, S.J., ?integrating the
universities.? Whether you pass by UniSlater at slatert@bc.edu).
philosophical, non-secular, and basic
If the University itself hasn?t already
versity President Rev. William P. Leahy,
reading followed by a 20-minute meditation and thenreflection. Newcomers and
S.J., or you have a class with a Jesuit, reached out to students through Camnon-Buddhistsare welcome(Makransky
their presence is strongly felt on campus. pus Ministry, it has further expanded
is one of the few members of the club topics.? Discussions at MSA, Rangrez The Jesuit leaders on campus generally through student groups on campus.
who is actually Buddhist). Students are said, are always interesting because ?at have an ?open-door policy??Davidson?s
There is a group for anyone of any faith
encouraged to come regardless of their BC, a lot of students want to challenge office, for example is a ?place where or no faith, and if BC is lacking in an area
[students] can find peace and vent, and in any way, it is very possible to start a
faith, simply to practice mindfulness?a stereotypes and see the truth for themcustom that research shows is directly selves.? Every Friday at 1p.m., too, MSA
find someone to listen to themand love new club or organization on campus
correlatedwith physical and mental well- hosts Friday JumaPrayers for Muslims in them.? Davidson, for example, always and create a new faith group. Yet, with
being. ?We do meditations thatcultivate the Multifaith Center on Lower Campus. has a smile on his face and welcomes all the current groups on campus, most
groups

compassion and connection with other
people,? Makransky said. With guest

When askedif non-Muslims are welcome
the Friday prayers, Rangrez surprised

to

conversations with students. Students
visit him and other Jesuits at St. Mary?s,

of which are open to all, it?s easy to find
a

family at the University. n

BC students? own start-up Jebbit achieves national success
BY SHANNON INGLESBY

company?s website and are given a series

For The Heights

of questions. For each correct answer,
they build up their balance. Questions

?Have you heard about Jebbit?? This
seems to be the phrase floating around
events such as CollegeFest,popping up
on Facebook, and circulating around
campus lately. Jebbit is in every way
worthy of this attention and is bound
to continue its impressive success all
over the country. Yet what many people
do not know is that Boston College students started Jebbit. The Jebbit team,
and in particular the three students who
started it, deserve some extra praise.
Put simply by CEO andfounder Tom
Coburn, ?Businesses pay Jebbit to pay

students to look at their online content.?
Coburn, A&S ?l3, heads the team with
Chase McAleese, CSOM ?l3, and Jonathan Lacoste, CSOM ?l5. The three of
them, alongwith the greater Jebbit sales
and marketing team, have built Jebbit
into a successful start-up.
Jebbit?s goal is to improve the efficiency of advertising. It does this by
offering an incentive to the consumer?Jebbit pays consumers to look at
company?s advertisements.The genius
of Jebbit is behind the ?cost-per-correct
answer? metric they have developed.
With Jebbit, customers answer questions that companies put out, and if
they answer correctly, they receive
cash. Designed for college students, a
user signs in with Facebook to Jebbit,
and is then led to a profile that gives
them access to many differentcompany

?campaigns.? They

are

then led to the

range from answering what color the
product comes in to what material the
product is made from. Through this,
customers are being paid to educate
themselves about products. In return,
companies only pay for their advertisements when the customer answers
the question correctly. Jebbit has thus
boosted the company?s efficacy by creating an incentive for the consumer?a
clevermanipulation of capitalist desires
that benefits both parties.
Because Jebbit?s platform is so far
embedded into the ?post-college business? world, it is easy to forget that the

idea
?We

to

are

this new advertising concept.
really grateful for the advice

and experience we got from BCVC,? he
said. Coburn?s idea went on to win the
BCVC competition that year.
Coburn then contacted McAleese,

who was already involved with a comcalledLeap Task, and asked him if
he wanted to be involved with his new
start-up, which was originally named
?Additup.? McAleese, skilled with computer programming, joinedthe team. He
was soon to be followed by the addition
of Lacoste, who was still in high school
at the time and involved in a similar
business competition. Coburn happened
to be Lacoste?s interviewer in the Shaw
Leadership Program, and invited him to
minds behind the company are still join his team. The name Additup was
college students. When asked about thrown out early on, and the company
the evolutionof Jebbit from an idea to a was renamed after Coburn?s roommate
company, Coburn explained thathe first
thought of the idea while sitting in an
airport watching a Hulu TV show and
an ad came up. As many people typically do, he ignored the ad and started

talking to his friend. ?It spurred the idea
that companies and brands are wasting
millions of dollars to show these ads
that no one pays attention to,? Coburn
says. ?What if we can provide awayfor
them to actually engage with the target
customer??

Coburn was already involved with
several other start-ups at BC. He already
had a team in place that was working on
an idea for the BC Venture Competition (BCVC.) In December of 2010, he
received approval to switch the team?s

pany

and co-founder, Jeb Thomas. With the
combined brilliance and creativity of
these students, Jebbit was born.
Coburn, Lacoste, and McAleese
make up the management team that
runs Jebbit and are the CEO, the COO,
and the CPO, respectively. ?The most
important thing is the team and the

people working on idea,? Coburn said.
In regards to his partners, he said, ?The
two of them have worked harder and put

more time in than anyone. They have
really dedicatedthemselves to the vision

of Jebbit,? McAleese added.? [Coburn]
helped us get to where we are today and
he will help us grow,? McAleese said.
Along with trying to change the
world of advertising, these three young

Chrissy suChy/heights

The team behind Jebbit?s creation and success is made up of Boston College students.
men are still

students who must balance
school with their business pursuits.
?There is a lot of struggle, but being in
college is the best time to try this because we have a safety net?it?s okay to
fail and try things,? said Lacoste.
Students from over 2,000 universities
nationwideuse Jebbit, yet BC is still the
highest. ?Without Boston College, we
would never be where we are today. It
is because of the hardworking student
population here dedicated to helping

Jebbit grow,? McAleese said. Coburn
also noted that the BC alumni network
has been extraordinary as a resource for
Jebbit, and mentors such as Professor
John Gallaugher have been an integral
component of Jebbit?s success.
?Jebbit has a lot of BC pride,? said
Lacoste. ?Sometimes it is hard to see the

enormity of everything BC offers stu-

dents, but Jebbit has really introduced

everything BC can provide, from
the administration to the alumni to the

us to

student body.? Although Jebbit requires
a lot ofwork and time for those involved
with the start-up, Coburn saidhe would
not want it any other way. ?At the end
of the day, we want to make something
that BC students enjoy,? he said.
Jebbit has received a lot of positive
publicity and can only expect more to

Jebbit team is now made up
of around 30 students who are dedicated
to shaping and boosting Jebbit?s potential. Jebbit?s clever and innovative idea to
come. The

reshape advertising has alreadybrought

the young company great success and
only continue to extend its reach
and achievements. n
can

Online research resources are often left untapped by students
BY SIMON LIANG
For The Heights
Are you worrying that you don?t have
enough resources for that history paper?
Do youhave no ideahow to start an analytic

essay? Or are you just getting tired of those
historical books that take an hour to get

through to finally find something you need?
For any students with these concerns, Boston
College?s online databaseis right here for
assistance.
BC libraries were pioneers in the development of online databaseswhen CD-ROM
networks were used. BC?s online database
is widely ranged and well organized. In
total, there are over 600 subjects which
cover almost every area of research. Each
area has approximatelyfive to six sub-databases. Not surprisingly, BC pours a large

of money into the online databases
them every year. ?That is why I
think students should use online database
more because that?s where their tuitions
are used,? said Kwasi Sarkodie-Mensah, BC
digital librarian.

If students want to do some research on
religion, for example, there is ATLA Religion Database with ATLA Serials, which is
an index for finding essays, book reviews,
and journalarticles in all disciplinesrelated

The online database is like an unlimited
treasure vault. Newspaperssuch as The New
York Times from 1851, The WashingtonPost
from 1877, and The Boston Globefrom 1872
can all be accessed online at BC, which
provides a tremendous convenience to

database is international in scope and now
includes access to over 50 journalsvia linked
citations.
If students need more information on
natural sciences like biology, they can find everything they need in the BiologicalSciences
database that offers abstracts and citations

amount

and renews

to

theological and religious studies. The

African-American culture and literature,
thousands of rare and valuable works are
available from the Black Drama and Black
Studies Center databases,which provide
approximately1,200 full text plays from the
mid-1800s to the present by more than 150
playwrights. Many of the works are hard to
find or out of print. Students can also get
access to

the collection of some previously

unpublishedplays by writers such as Langs-

Hughes.
students are appreciative of these
students here.
online databases.As a history major, Meagan
Aside from historical newspapers, nuto a wide range of research, including some
Keating, A&S ?l3, uses the onlinedata base
merous categorizedresearcharticles are also
at least three times a week. When asked to
aspects of agricultureand veterinary science.
crucial components of the onlinedatabases. The database provides access to literature comment on the online databases, she said,
In fact, BC libraries keep buying and updatfrom over 6,000 serials, as well as conference ?The resources available to us as students in
ing articles from vendorssuch as EBSCOhost proceedings,technical reports, monographs, this age of the Internet are boundless. It is
and Pro Quest in orderto help students with andselectedbooks and patents.
truly incrediblethe amount of accessible inIf students are interested in African or formation which is madeso easilyavailable to
research of any kind.
ton

BC

us. While traditionallygoing to a librarymay
feel more productive, the online databases
are far more easilysearched and can besifted
through much better than reading through
volumes upon physical volumes.?
Online databasesare not perfect however,

and sometimes there can be a different story.
Mike Ayala, A&S ?l3, has a hard time with

online databases. ?It has tons of information,? Ayala said. ?But sometimes it is really
hard to get a specific document. Sometimes
I wouldlike to use Google,whichprioritizes
information based on how often key words
are used.? Ayala is not alone. Sometimes
people do have trouble finding what they
need. For this problem,Keating strongly
suggested using the advanced search. ?The
advanced search makes it so easy to narrow
your search results and get the best sources
in the fastest way.? n

ON-CAMPUS QUIRKS

Concord, the almost-mis
MICHELLE TOMASSI
You probably walk past it everytime

you?re on your way to get a steak and
cheese at Corcoran Commons. Many will
pass by this structure without a second
thought, but occasionallyyou stop to look
at this creation and wonder, ?What IS
that??

Don?t worry?you?re not the only one
confused by the sculpture currently sitting
outside of Robsham Theater. Infact, several staff members at Robsham still speculate as to the reasons why the sculpture
was brought to the Boston College campus
in the first place, as well as the underlying
meaning of the work of art.
The sculpture is called Concord and
was completed in 1981 by George Sugarman (1912-1999), an Americanartist from
Brooklyn, N.Y. who was known for his
controversialpieces in drawing, painting,

sable sculpture outside Robsham Theater

and sculpture. He was ?an innovator in
pedestal-free sculpture and vividly painted
metal sculptures,? according to the George
Sugarman Foundation?s website.Sugarman was dedicated to the development of
aspiring young artists, so he provided for
the establishmentof this foundation in
his will. During his lifetime, heserved in
the U.S. Navy at a hospital in the Pacific
theater from 1941-1945, and studied with
Cubist sculptor Ossip Zadkine in Paris
before beginning his artistic career in New
York at age 39.
Sugarman?s sculpture was brought to
the University in 1981, the same year that
Robsham opened. It was selectedfrom a
committee consisting of a groupof faculty
memberswhoevaluated art that was
submitted to the University, according to
Howard Enoch, director of the Robsham
Theater Arts Center.

?It was a point of controversy right
from the time it was installed,? Enoch said,

noting that membersof the Robsham community were unsure of how the sculpture
related to the arts. Sugarman did provide
an explanationfor his piece, although it?s
meant to be interpretedin abstractterms.
?It?s supposed to show ?the aspirations of
the artist,?? Enoch said. He has his own
ideas about the sculpture, however, noting
that the black structure in front seems to
resemble a music stand. This is certainly
a plausible interpretation, considering the
name of the piece?the word ?concord? has
associations with music and harmony. The
piece?s bright red and orange colorshave
unfortunatelyfaded over the past 30 years,
so the sculpture would benefit greatly from
a new coat of paint and touch-ups to liven
the piece to its originalstate.

A little-known fact about the Robsham
Plaza is that a time capsule is buried in one
corner, put in place by the University to be
opened in about 100 years, according to
Enoch. He explainedthat the capsule most

likely contains items from the theateritself,
and possibly a script from one of the earlier
plays produced.
InsideRobsham Theater, two other
sculptures have captured the attention of
many passing students and professors. The
colorful, geometricallyintriguing structure
located near the staircase was actually a

campus and doesn?t quite seem to fit with

the rest of BC?s architecture?nonetheless, it sparks conversation, which is what
students and faculty at our University are

all about.

collaborative piece from a past Arts Fest
at BC. Enoch?s personalfavorite is the
revolving piece that sits in the corner of the
hallway connecting Robsham to Corcoran
Commons, which is currently on display
thanks to the late J.Robert Barth, S.J. The
former deanof theCollege of Arts and Sciences, Barth was responsible for

establish-

ing the music and theaterdepartments at
BC, overseeing the opening of the McMullen Museum of Art, and was the first chair
of the BC Arts Council?a ?true hero of the
arts,? according to Enoch.
Out of these threestructures, the Concord may be one of the quirkierpieces on

Michelle Tomassi is an editorfor The
Heights. She can bereached at features@
bcheights.com.
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Professor Profile

Take advantage ISpecializes
of the best
2
3
season at BC
4
5

BY CATHRYN WOODRUFF

in: Central Asian affairs, particularly political leadership and clan politics in Uzbekistan,
as well as interethnic relations in the wider region.

Languages she speaks: English, Uzbek, Russian

Teaches courses on: the Middle East, Central Asia, comparative empires, and the Persian Gulf states.
Background: Shereceived her M.A. from Tufts University, and her B.A. and Ph.D. from Boston
College. Bailey majored in political science at BC as an undergrad, and as she says: ?I never
left BC.?

KENDRA KUMOR

Donald S Carlisle Award: an award established by the Department of Political Science in memory of
Donald S. Carlisle, Bailey?s husband and professor of political science from 1968-1997. This is awarded
each year to a graduating senior for outstanding achievement in political science.

Fall is like the text message that
says, ?We need to talk? before a break
up. You know winter is coming, and
you know it?s going to be bad. People
think of it as a downwardslope toward the dreaded winter ahead, but
the truth is that taking advantage of

The most rewarding part is watching my students grow and mature
intellectually, and watching them develop careers, which are almost
always based on what they did in classes.

Arab
oil-rich
other
Kuwait
in
stability
regime
and
Islamism
of
rise
the
democratization,

this in-between season before we all
permanently attach our North Face

year
a
Uzbekistan
in
Iw
when
for
work
field
doing
as myUzbek.
Ispeak
and
dissertation
is
It

parkas to our skin and sew Ugg boots
to our jeans is a great excuse to see

something besides the four wallsof
O?Neill Library. Being in New England
during this time should not be taken
for granted, and I promise you won?t
regret pausing your midterm study
marathon for any of these options.
1. Pumpkin-flavoredeverything.
If you haven?t noticed, places from
Starbucks to Chill begin to make their
limited addition pumpkin-flavored
items this time of year. The Pumpkin
Spice Latte at Starbucks, the pumpkinflavored ice cream at Chill, and the
pumpkin muffin at Dunkin? Donuts
are all perfect ways to put on a little
winter weight to keep you warm in a
few months. If you feel like running
across town, Mike?s Pastry has the best
pumpkin pastries, and Georgetown
Cupcake makes a pumpkin spice flavor
every Thursday, according to my printout of the daily menu hanging on my
refrigerator. If your pumpkin craving
is anything like mine, you know the
worst day of the year is when the workers have to explain why they can?t just

6
7

9

Abroad opportunity led by Bailey: In Kuwait City, Kuwait?? Politics and Oil in the Gulf? (3
credits). A course that ?addresses the problems of stateformation, state-societyrelationships,
democratization, the rise of Islamism and regime stability in Kuwait and other oil-rich Arab
Gulf states.?

Hobbies: Spends a lot of time in the gym, biking, participating in triathlons. Bailey also swam for the
Women?s Varsity Swim team during her undergraduate years at BC.

8

I think young people
think

I youngpel

HOW-TO

Favorite topic to teach: Central Asia,because her academicspecialization is Uzbekistan. ?I lived
in Uzbekistanfor a year when I was doingfield work for my dissertation and I speak Uzbek. It is

where my research interests lie,? she said. However, Bailey noted, ?I like teaching everything.?

Kids: three sons one graduated from BC and teaches music in the Needham public school district.
Her second son just got out of the Marines, and now studies at BC. Her third son is a junior in high
school. When asked if he will go to BC, she joked, ?he better.?
-

always have to keep
in mind what they
are being taught at
this Jesuit University,
which is service.
You have a mission
to help others no
matter what field
you go into?politics
or international
organizations. Don?t
retreat into yourself
?always remember
that other people
can greatly benefit
from your talents
and abilities. I think
Father Himes said
it best in his homily
at the anniversary
Mass to take your
education and give it
?
away. I echo that.

Professor Kathleen Bailey
Adjunct Associate Professor of
Political Science at BC and Associate Director of the Islamic Civilizations and Societies Program

keep the limited edition flavor all year
round.
2. Leaves. Yes, I know I?m not writing for an audience of five-year-olds,
and I?m not telling you to rake up a
pile in the Quad and jump in it (unless
you want to, in which case I?d gladly
join),but I am telling you to appreciate them. People from all around the
world come to New England to see the
stunning colors that we see walking
down Linden Lane every day. It might
be hard to appreciate something that
you step on on your way to class, but
taking a foliage walk with a friend is
a great stress-reliever and an even
better procrastination method. If for
some strange reason you have an entire
afternoon free, Boston offers some
amazing tours of the surrounding area,
by bus, boat, and even ski lift.
3. ApplePicking. Are you sick of

getting your apples from the bin at the
dining hall that everyone has undoubtedly run their hands through in an attempt to find their perfect apple? Yeah,
me too. Get out of the city for a while
and go apple picking. If you are lucky
enough to have a kitchen, this is the
best way to learn some new recipes.
From standard homemade applesauce

and cider, to the not

so standard apple

salsa and stew, I promise you will use
apples like you never have before. Not
to mention, the bonding experience of
watching your uncoordinatedfriends

struggle to get the apples off the trees
without tumbling to the groundwill
leave you with some good memories
and even better pictures.
4. Do something scary. I don?t care
what it is. Go see Paranormal Activity 4, which might end up being more
comical than scary. Take a trip up to
Salem to see where the witch tri-

als took place. Hop on a tour of the
historical graveyards in Boston, some
of which are complete with a trained
storyteller and decoratedbus. Take a
quick trip out to the suburbs that put
on one of those ridiculously overpriced
haunted houses. I can?t think of a betspend money than to pay for
an excuse to hold on to that boy you?ve
had your eye on. Then again, staying
on campus can be just as terrifying.
Simply clean out your closet before
room checks you never know what
you and your roommate threw in there
ter wayto

-

last Saturday night.
5. Decorate. It doesn?t matter if you
live on Newton or in a Mod everyone?s living situation can use a little
-

sprucing up to say the least. A better
environment means a better mood,
and the fall season provides us with
many excuses to

adorn our rooms with

pumpkin-scented air fresheners and
strings of orange lights. The myriad of
craft festivals held around the city in
the upcoming weeks is the best way
to get ideasfor your dull dormroom.
Farmers markets are also the place to
get miniature pumpkins and gourds to

desk or windowsill.A little
effort goes a long way here, people.
Bottom line is, don?t give up because
you know winter is on its way. Sitting
inside in anticipation of the brutal
winter ahead, or simply in anticipation
of your next impossible midterm, is not
the way to spend this season.

put on your

Kendra Kumor is a contributor to
The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.
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HE SAID, SHE

SAID
What do you dowhen you are interested in someone who has previously
expressedinterest in, but been rejected by, one of your best friends? Is it
even worth pursuing?

The

onlything you would have
be nervous about in this
situation is a possible awkward group dynamic if the
relationship with the person
you?re interested in actually
ends up going somewhere. I don?t think you?re
in the wrong at all by pursuing this someone,
especially if your friend is the one who rejected
ALEX MANTA
alex
him/her rather than the other way around.
If anything, there?s a good chance that your
friend would not only approve of this, but they would want you to
pursue it as a possible way to makeboth you and the person they
rejected happy.
No one likes being rejected, but no one likes rejecting other
people either.This could become a win-win-win situation if things
actually work out. On the other hand, there?s no doubt that there
may be some awkwardmoments in this love triangle in the early
going, and, if this question is coming from a guy, you can rest assured that there may be some jokes tossedaround about who her
real interest is in. However, a few jokes are once again not a good
reason to holdback. I can?t see girlsbeing the same way, but that?s
why we have Taylor to share that side of the story.
I will say that once you have decided to make the move, it?s a
good idea to check with friends first to see what their opinion is on
the matter, even if you think they won?t mind. You might also just
want their insight into the situation as a friend. They may know
something you don?t, and the last thing you want to do is burn that
bridge in the process of trying to make a new one.
to

Alex Manta is an editor for The Heights. He can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

In

situations like this, I usually tend to
think it?s not worth the trouble. If you?re
going after a guy that your best friend
rejected, a lot of things could pop up
during your potential courtship that

definitely won?t make things pleasfor the parties involved. Your friend, even
though she didn?t like him at the time, could
become jealousthat you are interested in him all
of a sudden, and I am a firm believer that a guy
Taylor
CAVALLO
TAYLOR Cavallo
should never come between two friends. While
her,
a
that wouldbe littleunreasonable of
it?s
definitely a possibility.
The biggest problem I foresee here, though, is something that
could happen in the future between you and the boy in question.
What I wouldbe most concernedaboutfor you in this whole ordeal
is that if things were to become more serious with you two after your
initial pursuit of him, you would always feel that you were the second
choice. Your friendrejected him, and now he?s with you? It would definitely be a natural thing to think. Even if this isn?t the case and he does
develop genuine feelings for you, that awful thought might be festering
beneath the surface of your mind, and could really affect you at some
ant

point.
On the other hand, you could completelydisregardeverything
I?m saying if you really think that you have feelings for this guy and
that he?s worthany trouble that might arise. If you think thatyou can

handle the knowledge that your friendrejected him and now you?re
with him, then I would go whereyour heart takes you. Just remember
that it?s a possibility.

Taylor Cavallo is an editorfor The Height
features@bcheights.com.

s. She can be reached at
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English major
skills extend
beyond reading
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THE HEIGHTS THROUGHOUT THE CENTURY
Throughout ?The Heights? long history, pictures
as well as words helped to tell the story of Boston
College?s campus to all whoread

TAYLOR CAVALLO

BY KENDRA KUMOR
For The Heights

As an English major, one of the
major skills that I have developedand
hopefully improved on during my time
at BC is my ability to make interesting
comments. When I and a fellow English
major ?read? a book, you?ll notice that
it?s not simply ?reading? as another person might. It?s a process that involves
reading,re-reading, and marking up the
margins, underlining and highlighting,
all in hopes of being able to make an
interesting insight during class that no
one else has thought of, noticed, or con-

What is black, white and seemingly doodled on all over? Almost
all of the issues of The Heights in the
early 1900s. Cartoons were used to
depict anything and everythingfrom
sports events, to clubs, to the menu
at the dining hall. Unlike the more
stylized editorial cartoons of today,
these drawings look like doodles
that some student drew during his
biology lecture, and somehowended
up in the hands of the newspaper?s
layout editor.
The cartoons are sometimes
squeezed into the margins of the
pages, as well as used as the focal
point of the layout. The raw images

nected to something mentioned on the
pages before.

These skillsthat I?ve developedare
books. I seem to have
comments about a lot of things?art,
not limited to

music, ideas, situations, and even

define the emotions that the students
of Boston College were feeling during the early 20th century, from the

people sometimes (oops). A more important skill to developparallel to this

?interesting comment? skill is discretion. You need to knowwhen to speak
and when to keep your mouth shut.
People will seek your opinion when it?s
asked.
One place that no one wants to hear
someone else?s opinion, especially that

Roaring ?2os to theradical ?7os when
The Heights became an independent
organization.
They provide a clear window into
the life of a New England college

the crowdedand bumpy trip to the
Regal Fenway movie theatre.The
Comm. Ave. bus ride to the T is a commitment?a trip that no one wants to
make, especially in the bitter cold.
After I waited in line for Cookie
Dough bites and popcorn with no butter (I was nauseous enough after the
Comm. Ave. bus), I settled into my seat,
anxiously awaiting the viewing of Argo, a
movie I had been anticipating since the
summer.

And then it happened. You know
those moments when you realize that
you?re sitting next to the wrong person
on the plane? The chatty, the smelly, or
the loud? This was one of those moments. As soonas the three women sat
behind me, I knew that they would be
speakingthroughout the entire movie.
Not to ruin anything for anyone, but
Argo is filled with guns, tension, curse
words, and heated arguments. Despite
some humorous moments, the movieis
grim and unsettling. I think this went
over the heads of the women behind

One administrator even called
it ?the single greatest achievement
in the history of Boston College.?

Another

told of an enthusiasdonating $l,OOO, an
amount that could buy every ticket
in the stadium at this time, in the
hopes of getting new equipment for
the team as a reward for the ?team?s
great work at New Haven.?
Obviously the University was still
in its early years, but this still seems
to be quite an overstatement. Yet, the
drama does not stop there by far. To
add to the columns and columns of
praise about the players and insults
towards New Haven, the tasteful illustrations on the front page really
helped to drive the point home.
Eagles carrying away bleeding
bulldogs in their talons, eagles dropping yipping dogs to the bottom of
the page where more eagles are attacking their idle bodies, and more
bulldogsbeing carried away by their
ears with X?s over their eyes adorn the
front page. To top it all off, the focal
point of the spread is a cartoon of
?Lukie: a master in the art of Bull-Dog
taming? cracking a whip on the head
of a dog with thousands of screaming
fans and injured Yale football players
story
tic supporter

me.

I was poking my movie trip companion the entire time because it seemed
that at every major juncture of the film,

the women had some sort of strange,
out of place comment or fit of laughter.
Whenever someone in the film was shot,
I wouldhear an emphatic ?Wooow??
After an especiallyheated conversation
by a fast-talking movie director, trying to
get funding for the fake Argo film within
a film, he concludes his monologue
wittily with cliched term ?With all due
respect,? to which the next thing I heard
was a woman?s comment, ?Yeah, sure!?
Not that these comments and more
wouldn?t have been appreciated after the
movie was over, but keep your thoughts
to yourself.And don?t forget to turn off
your cellphones.
Taylor Cavallo is an editorfor The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

in the background.
One wonders where the enthusiasm of the student body has gone.

Why doesn?t The Heights publish
drawings of deadLeprechauns being
eaten by Eagles on the cover of any
of its issues now?
According to the drawings in The
Heights, theboys of BC had abouttwo
things on their minds in these early
decades: football and cigarettes. In
addition to hundreds of other gory

illustrationsof the Eagles dominating
otherfootballteams up and downthe
Atlantic coast, advertisements and
cartoons about smoking dominated
these years as well.
Cigarettes were so popular that
for a year in 1937, the entire bottom
half of the back page of every issue
consisted of an ad for Chesterfield
cigarettes, ?Ace of them all for mildness and taste.? Of course, whatbetter
way to sell cigarettes than to associate

become clear. Newspapers are one
of the best resources students have

learn about those who walked
through the campus before them?those who wore the same maroon
and gold, marveled at the same Gasson tower, and cheeredfor the same
to

mascot.

Without these archives, no one
would know the true ferociousness
present in the hearts of the students
when they won a football game.
No one would be able to tell which

cigarettes most students preferred.

These seemingly trivial facts about
the student body are whatreveal the
character of the students. These archives are an amazing resource that
will speak to generations of Eagles
to come.

They illustrate their own authentic
doodles of these long-graduatedstudentbodies. As thepresent members
of this community hold an issue of
The Heights in their hands, theyhold
of history, a document that
will tell future generations the real
story of BC. Whether it be long-held
sports rivals, or the current trends
of our generation, the pages of the
newspaper relay what BC uniquely
is today. n
a piece

CAMPUS CHRONICLES

Off-campus living is a learning experience in itself
JENN LAVOIE
It first occurred to me that I had a
problem about a week into the semester. Sitting in my bedroom in my house
on Foster Street, I looked up at the
clock and realized it was 6 p.m. As it
was the usual dinnertime for your average American, I decided it was time to
eat. Walking into my kitchen, I opened
up our fridge to see it freshly stocked
after only moving in a week ago. I
pulled out just about every ingredient I
could find, ready to begin the cooking
process. After standing in front of my
stove for roughly 20 minutes, however,
it finally occurred to me that I had no
idea what I was doing.
College is a learning experienceall
on its own. Upon moving into your
freshmen double, many students would
agree that you have moved up in the

world and taken on a whole new level
of responsibility. Each year, this level of
responsibility increases, and for those
who choose to resideoff campus their
junior year, our abilities to survive on
our own definitely get tested. While
some adjust to the five-minute walk to
school, cooking for themselves, and the
unspoken ?we?re not turning the heat
on until November? rule, others do not.

It is safe to say I?m one of those peo-

ple. Shortly after the cooking mishap, it

occurred to me that my roommates and
I were lacking in the domestic sphere.
While we once consideredourselves
skilled in the areas of cleaning, cooking, and doinglaundry due to the fact
we could successfully pick up trash
in our common room and unfreeze
leftover pizza, unfortunately we were
not.

Although our two-floor home on

Foster Street may not necessarily be the
real world, we are quickly learning the

realities of non-dorm life.
Only a few days after my struggles
in the kitchen, the second encounter
with the troublesof domestic life occurred, involvingeveryone?s favorite
hobby: taking out the trash. Thinking
back to my days in Vandy and Kostka,
where ?taking out the trash? consisted
of walking five feet downthe hall to
throw out a bag or two, made me miss
the simple old days.Living in a house
with nine girls means a surplus of trash,
to say the least, but this is not the real
issue. The real issue is that not only
is there a plethora of empty cans and
Fin?s boxes to carry to the end of the
driveway,but there just so happens to
be a small family of rats that reside in

the bottomof our garbage cans.
Shortly after this, my roommates

and I experienced a side of living offcampus that often goes unconsidered.
At about 1:30 a.m., I awake to the
sound of my phone ringing next to
me. Before I, half-asleep, could utter
the word hello, my roommate blurted
out, ?Did you hear that? Someone?s
definitely trying to break in!? The next
thing I knew, my five roommates and I
were huddled together in my queensized bed, doors locked, butter knives
in hand. It was this exact moment
where I longed for the daysof the
Walsh check-in desk. Although in reality there was probably no one at the
front door and it was just our family
of rats scurrying through the garbage,
the thought alone was enough to evoke
such fear that I awoke the next day
with two hours of sleep under my belt.
While most understand that signing
your off campus lease means signing up to walk to school everyday, I

don?t think the commute really sinks
in until you experience it about 30
times. I think it fully hit me the other
day as I crawled up the Foster hill,
in the rain, 10 minutes late to class,
while attempting to decode TransLoc.
Although most days I don?t mind the
walk and use it as my time slot to call
the parents and think of all the things
I need to get done during the week,

Reintroduce
yourself to your
Boston home

themwith?you guessed it?football?
Some Chesterfield ads use sports
personalities from CBS to endorse
their product.
student, unlike the low-resolution
Most drawings were trying to conpictures published in many of the vince the audience that their tobacco
other issues. They say a picture is was the ?freshest andrealest.? Others
worth a thousand words, but these
simply used the illustrations of pretty
unrefined doodles are worth much, girlsdrinking at the localbar to allure
much more.
the highly impressionablemen at BC.
One of the most striking images
Interestingly, the use of sex appeal
comes from the front page of The
is not at all different from modern
Heights published on Oct. 15, 1920. advertisers? strategies.
The Eagles had just beaten the Yale
What is extremely different from
football team 21-13, as advertised in today?s societalnorms is thefact that
both the headline and the doodles BC wouldallow the newspaper to run
around the columns on the page.
such ads. At this time, The Heights
was not independent from the school,
Apparently, the editors and stuwere
population
pretty
dent
darn thus the University was condoning
excited about this win because out the use of cigarettes. One can only
of the six-page newspaper, of which imagine the number of complaints a
two whole pages were dedicated to
Marlboroad on the back page of The
advertisements, the wholefront page Heights would cause today.
and entire sports section was devoted
Upon looking back at the contents
to stories related to this win. Team
of these issues, the true priorities
and interests of the BC community
spirit ran deep.

of a stranger, is a movie theatre.
On a recent Saturday night, I made
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some days it is just

simply a struggle.

January should be interesting.

Of course, there are also the little
things too, such as remembering to
pays the bills, the somewhat overwhelming task of buying the exact
amount of groceries, losing your key,
and the panic attack that comes with
realizing you?re locked out of the
house, and the first time you?re too

lazy to cook for yourself and indulge
in some gourmet Ramen noodles for
dinner.
At the end of the day, although
we are still in the learning phase of
off-campus life, most would agree
that there is really nothing better than
living in a house with your eight best
friends for an entire year. Together, we
have collectivelylearned the important
things in life, such as: Don?t stick a
metal fork in a toaster, the importance
of cleaning out the lint tray in the
dryer, and of course most deli meats
go bad after a week. It is our hope that
we leave Foster with just a little more
knowledge to help guide us through
senior year.
Jenn Lavoie is a contributor to The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

THERESE TULLY
For a recent assignment for my
magazine writing class, I had to go out
into Boston and discover some hidden
gems that the city had to offer. I was
forced to go out with a new perspective, shying away from the comfortable
spaces I have come to know and love,
and was challengedto see the city with
new eyes. When faced with an assignment like this, it can be difficult to know
where to start, but I found that it was a
worthwhile exercise, and would recommend everyone take some time to do the
same?you never know what you may

find.
My favorite part of my research was
getting to know Brookline Villagebetter.
It was an area that I had been dying to
explore.Nearly every time I am on the T,
as we stop at the station, I peer out the
window at the quaint-looking town and
inevitablysay, every single time, ?I have
to hang out here sometime,? and I finally
did. The town proved to be as cute as I
thought. With a cute, quirky, cool, eclectic coffee shop, KooKoo?s, what wasn?t to
love? This is what I have been searching
for, half-heartedlyat least due to time
constraints, since freshman year. Pete?s,

Starbucks, and Dunkin? are fine, but
this is what I had been

looking for. I can

picture myself taking up residence here

Saturday and doing homework all
day. The owner, Ellie, was nice enoughto
give me otherrecommendations around
the area.
Abeille is not only an adorable
boutique, but is also completewith a
jewelry bar, where you can walk in and
make a piece, or can come with a group
and get lessons?and affordably, at $l5 a
person. After finding this adorable little
haven, the challengewill now be actually
utilizing all that I havefound. It can be
hard to find the time, or better yet, make
the time, to do all the things we want to.
Hell, it took me years to finally explore
Brookline Village, and I wish I had done
it sooner! Exploring one?s own city is so
important, and there are so many cool
things to discover.
on a

After this project, it so happened

that I had some family visiting this
weekend, and instead of going to the
same old dinerfor breakfast, heading
to Newbury St., and doingall the same
things we always do, we decided to
exploresome different areas too. From
trying new restaurants, such as The Red
House in Cambridge(which was awesome by the way, hello pumpkin risotto),
to heading to new areas, it was great
to discover these places with my sister,
brother-in-law, and 2-year-old nephew
Henry. We headed to Beacon Hill, which
was much closer to downtownBoston
than I had thought. We walked up the
huge hill between incrediblehouses and
soaked in the gorgeousfall weather. We
also did some shopping in the adorable
downtown that I neverknew existed.
Somehow, I had never made it
out to the Esplanade either. A gor-

geous waterfront scene, complete with
Adirondackchairs on a dock, was a
perfect view of this weekend?s action on
the Charles. This area is a perfect place
to take a stroll, and though it is not as
close as the scenic Reservoir, it is definitely worth the trip. This gorgeousfall
weather won?t last forever?it?s time to

really enjoy it. It?s not out of our reach, it
doesn?t take too much time, and a walk
along the gorgeousriver is a great free
activity to get you out of a busy-week
slump.
During their visit, they also asked
for a campus tour, since my brother-in-

law had never seen the campus. It was
fun for me to look at my own campus,
where I spend so much of my time, in a
different way. Getting a new perspective
can be a great thing. I forgot just how
beautiful the trees outside my dorm are
when they change in the fall, and how
breath-taking Gasson really is. Campus
seemedrich and beautiful, and I felt so
connected to it. I liked showing off every
place I like to hang out, where I have
classes, where the best food is, and even
the messy newspaper office, even though
my nephew was more interested in the
construction happening on campus than

anything else.
Makethe time this fall to explore. It
seems so obvious, but I know for myself
it can be difficult, so sometimes you
need to be forced to do these things.
Take the time to have an adventure this
week.
Therese Tully is the Features Editor for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.
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STOKES EXCITEMENT SWEEPS CAMPUS
BY SEAN BRODERICK
For The Heights

As the construction ofStokesHall comes to an end,
students are anticipatingtheir first time in thebuilding. Every
day, students have been watching the progress of the massive
building as they walk to class. Most recently, the trees were planted
on the (to-be)Campus Greenbetween StokesandFulton. Now the
amphitheateron the CollegeRoad sideof thesouth wing is being
installed, which includesthree rows of retaining wallsthat will be
completed with grass and surrounding trees in the near future.
Catherine Niech, A&S ?l4, said exuberantly, ?I?m reallylooking
forward to seeing what Stokes looks like when it?s finally done!?
That moment shouldbe by the endof thismonth.?It?s going to be
a great building to have on campus, especiallyduring finals when
everyone is trying to find study space and open classrooms,? she
said.Stokes will beproviding 36 new classrooms, a common area,
and conference rooms.
?I?m most excited for the coffee bar to be back,? said Hayden
Hawks-Mayer,CSOM ?l4. He went on to say thathewould?rather
takeclasses in Stokes than Carney,? which is outdated. ?The more
greenthebetter. Who doesn?t get excited for a little green?? HawksMayer saidaboutthe new greenspace that will be created. Green it
willbe, as plans for Stokes? greenspace include 87 new trees.
?I was really sad to see the Dust Bowlgo, so I?m superexcited to
have new green space with the completion of Stokes,? said Marilyn
Petrowski, A&S ?l4. ?In Boston, there is such a narrow windowof
greatweather during the school year, so any place around campus
to hang out outsideis definitely a plus,? she said.Petrowski is glad
that the construction of Stokes includes an outdoor garden and
plaza. The gardenwill be between thenorth and south wings of the
building and will provide an area to relax and enjoy the foliage.
?After coming back to schooland seeing the transformationof
O?Neill Plaza, lam really excitedfor all the green space in frontof
Stokes because it?s so nice to have a lot of open space to hang out
on,? said RoryO?Donnell, CSON ?l5. The new Stokes Campus Green
will be approximatelythe same size as the newly
green O?Neill Plaza.

Th e
plaza,
which went
through extensive renovations last
summer, now boasts a
beautiful new grass quad
at the center of campus, accentuatedwith trees andshrubs.
Stokes? open space will continue
Boston College?s plan to create green
quadranglesacross campus.
Peter Campfield, A&S ?l4, said he is
most excited about the end of construction

and a great-lookingbuilding. Stokes Hall is
being built in the same Collegiate-GothicStyle
ofotherbuildingson middlecampus, namelyBapst,
St. Mary?s, Gasson, Devlin, Lyons, Higgins, and Fulton. The similarities are apparent, with the same gothic
elements being the stone exterior, pointed archways, and
green-tiledroof.
Stokes began construction more than two years ago in
October 2010. BC?s 10-Year InstitutionalMaster Plan originally
had Stokes Hall being a student center and dining hall, but has
since evolved into a building for the humanities, containing
offices for theology, philosophy,English, history, and classical
studies. Since its groundbreaking, students have been able to
track the building?s construction, whether it be the addition of
new windows, doorways,or a new floor level completely.All that
is left is for the interior to be fully painted and furnished, which
shouldbe completedover winter break. Come January and spring
semester, Stokes will be the first fully-operating building of the
10-year plan.

Joseph castlen and daniel
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